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Operation Fails To
Stop Barney Linton
Barney Linton, son of Dr.
and IVIrs. Frank T.
Linton,
underwent an operation for
acute appendicitis last Tuesday and was able to go
by
plane to Chicago Friday,
where he performed as a
member of the stock judging team representing the
University of Kentucky, at
the International Livestock
Exposition.

Tigers End Good
Season Beating
Marion 20 to 0
Superior Line

AND THE BRIDE CRIED

Baptist School
Of Missions Will
B
egin Sunday

Plan Helps
Butler Backs Score
Three Touchdowns In
Thanksgiving Game

20 Churches In Caldwell
Association To Participate; Rally Day To Be
At Princeton Friday

Number 23

- --

Ar my Slashes Draft
Call For January
Washington — AP --- The
Army slashed its 20,000-man
January draft call in half
Tuesday and warned the
proposed budget for next
year isn't big enough to
build the 900,000-man Army
authorized by Congress.
The army forces asked for
$23,000,000,000 for the fiscal
year
beginning July 1.
President Truman set a $13,000,000,000 ceiling on defense spending.

Burley Averages
$49.40 On First
Sales Of Season
Hopkinsville

Sells 390,705 Pounds Tuesday
At $47.27; Paducah
Level Is $47.16

growers of this and
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ciding on the site for the big smoker tobacco, principally beto succeed Malcolm Franklin, and Maple Avenue, of
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Merit badges were awarded
n as ton; Cedar Bluff, Pleasant plant, Mr. Steger told The Lead- cause of larger proportions of
quotas are approved for Charles Adams, public health; back, and Johnson, left halfback, financed by an issue of $80,000 a member of the Princeton po- Grove, Eddie
Creek, Beulah Hill, er this week, until the company leaf and tips and less lugs. Many
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well county citizens return monin Princeton SaturMat second; Lindsey Wells,
County Educational Committee
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ey for the seals as promptly as
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and mernbers of the two boards
possible.
elect a county chairver, fourth, and Vernon BurAt Marion
of education, city and county,
This year marks the 42nd ansecretary. Dr. W. L.
First National Bank
Funeral services were h e 1 a chett, fifth; white corn, George
at 7:30 o'clock that night, C. T.
i Mrs. A. G. Hiibbard
First Class Best Bet
The Future Business Leaders nual sale of cheerful additions Tuesday morning in the home of Martin, Jr., Otter Bond, second;
Caldwell Furnishes Two, Pollard, superintendent of city
n county chairman and
of America Club of Butler High to Christmas mail as the nation Mrs. J. D. Vaughan, Marion, for John O'Hara, Otter Pond, third;
In Rush Season,
schools, said Wednesday.
, respectively, the last
School toured the offices of the continues to wage war against Mrs. Nannie Hodge Moore, who G. C. Crenshaw, fourth, and W. Lyon And Crittenden
The visiting educators will rePostmaster Says
First National Bank November tuberculosis.
died Sunday morning at her H. Pool, fifth.
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port on preliminary finding of
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home,
show yet
301 Seminary
were
Two men from Caldwell counstreet,
the survey, looking toward Ianrty in Kentucky to re- first class mail", Uncle Sam ad- demonstrated by employes and
Princeton. Burial was in the ma- held, Mr. Sevison said, with ap- ty and one each from Lyon and
the county committees vises in pointing out that much several students were given privproximately 40 percent more en- Crittenden counties reported to proving the educational situaple View cemetery, Marion.
tion here, and then will invite
h Presidential election, Christmas mail is lost and un- ilege of operating them.
Mrs. Moore, 81, is survived tries, of finer quality, than here- Owensboro Monday morning for
committeemen and corn- delivered when it is sent other
by a 'daughter, Mrs. R. W. Par- tofore. The corn will be sold induction into the army as the the city and county representatives attending the meeting to
men, elected December than first class.
ker, Middlesboro; a son, H. Cole- and proceeds donated to the nation's 21-months
peacetime help appraise
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War
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Moore,
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Jr.,
Prospect
Mass.;
draft machinery went into moGood For
sult, Mr. Pollard said.
, elected December 11, may not carry anything but a Santa Here Last Week
a brother, S. D. Hodge, Prince- fund, Mr. Sevison said.
tion
in
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western
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The meeting will be held at
Santa Claus came to town last
ijute the official organ- written signature if sent second
ton, and four grandchildren. She
Those from Caldwell county
the high school.'
Year, Coaches Say
the party for the next class, Postmaster John Mahan weekend, making a stop at the
was the daughter of the late Home After Operation
were Earl Emerson Vinson, 128
said, and will not be forwarded Ben Franklin Store, and approxMembers of the 1948 Butler Mr. and Mrs. Singleton Hodge
Mrs. Paul Cunningham, East- E. Main street, Princeton, and
to another address, when need imately 400 youngsters went to Tiger football squad, their and the widow of H. C. Moore, side teacher, underwent a tonsiGilmer F. Rogers, Rt. 1, Cobb. Teen-Age Basketball
arises, unless they bear 3-cent see him and to receive small cheerleaders and coaches were to whom she was married 53 lectomy Wednesday, Nov. 24,
Selectee from Crittenden county Teams To Play Dec.
wers Attends
2
stamps.
gifts, N. B. Cameron said this honor guests cxf the Kiwanis years at the time of his death and has not yet recovered suffi- was Learner A. Hunt,
Rt. 5,
Two games will be played at
Last year the local postoffice week. Main street was 'noisy Club at its Wednesday meeting. in 1943.
link At UK
ciently to resume her classwork. Marion, and from Lyon county
7 o'clock, Thursday night, Dec.
ancy Stowers, vocal M- handled 100,000 pieces of mail, with the horns St. Nicholas dis- Rumsey Taylor was principal
She had been a member of the
was Oscar N. Stone, Rt. 2, Ed- 2, in the Butler high school gym
in the'City Schools, at- and a
bushel basketful
of tributed at the Cameron store, speaker, with short talks being Methodist Church for nearly 70 Op Buying Trip
dyville.
between teen-age basketball
vocal clinic at the UM- greeting cards were disposed of
made by Coaches Perkins Mar- years, having joined in Marion
Mrs. Berdie Moore spent MonAdditional men will be called teams of the First
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"undelive
because
adrable",
as
! Kentucky 'Friday and
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quess and John Hackett.
at the age Of 12.
Band Boosters Club
in Church and the First Baptist
, sponsored by the De- dresses were incomplete.
in Springfield, Tenn., buying December, Henry D. Averdick,
"This was the hardest playChurch, of Princeton. The
The annual warning to mail To Elect New Officers
af Music and Univering squad we have had here in Undergoes Appendectomy
Spring merchandise for Gold- chief clerk, announced.
Christian team is coached and
Election of Band Boosters years", 'Jacket told the KiwanChristmas parcels and packages
namer's Department Store.
nsion.
At Hopkinsville Monday
The Paducah draft board sent managed by Willard Moore
and
early is sounded by Mr. Mahan. Club officers for the coming ions, "and we were not disgracMrs. James Randolph Dade,
six men; Owensboro, Elkton, Arthur Knox, and the
Baptist
move as year will be held following a ed in any of the four games we the former Martha Sevison, un- Condition Improved
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not
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Cadiz,
and
Mayfield,
four
To Assist In
each;
team
by
Medley E. Goodwin, brother
Sam Steger.
rapidly as first clam mail, un- potluck supper at 8 o'clock Mon- lost".
derwent an appendectomy at
of Mrs. J. D. Stephens, is great- Hardinsburg, Hartford and Murille Survey
less it is sent special delivery, day night, Dec. 6, at Butler
Altho losing seven seniors, who Jennie Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsray,
three
each;
Hopkinavil
le
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tencient C. T. Pollard, and many recipients are disap- nell. president, has announced. will be badly missed next fall, vine, Monday. Her condition is ly improved after being in a
and Morganftield, two each, and Young
People's Rally
leh School, will be in pointed each Christmas by late A short band, concert will be the coaches predicted Butler satisfactory, it was reported Greenville, Miss., hospital two
Central
City,
one.
Miss Jane Belt led a discusweeks. He is ill of a heart aillie Monday and rues- arival 'of gifts. All gift parcels given after the bussiness session. High will have a strong grid Wednesday.
sion on Westminster Fellowship
ment. Mrs. Stephens visited him
ssist in the evaluation should be in the mail by Decem- Reports on the year's work will team next year.
Betty Ruth Travis Has
at the Young People's rally in
last weekend.
llville High School by ber 15 and any mailed /titer be made at the final meeting of
Mr. Taylor urged the squad Two From County At
Appendectomy Monday
the Main Street Presbyterian
ern Association of Sec- that dale should bear a special 1948, McConnell said.
members to think most of Jennie Stuart Hospital
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Miss Betty Ruth Travis, church, Marion,
Friday after'hoots. Mr. Pollard re- delivery stamp, Mr. Mahan said.
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Mrs. Willie Jenkins, N. Jef- they had" in each game, , and Princeton, and Mrs. T. C. Beal- Orange, Sheiardson street,
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy Willingham, ferson street, is under treat- told stories from his experience mer, Fredonia, Route 3, are pat- Princeton, is 111 of scarlet fev- cuperating in the Princeton hosand Mrs. •Ivan_ H. Bennett and
ision and Curriculum Fulton, spent Thanksgiving Day ment at Jennie Sthart Hospital, as a football official the last ients at Jennie Stuart llospital, er. He is a pupil in Eastaide pital
following an appendectomy Mrs. Belt. The
meeting closed
ent, Bardstown.
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Thu ,i-cd of autumn
springs to flowering
In leaves that fall
like godden rain;
The seed of autumn
-holds the awareness
That earth _than turn
toward spring again!
Dolores Cairns
• •

Lawrence Hager For Senator
One of the nicest things about being a
country editor is . . . one can advise all
and sundry, from the Governor on down
and back up again, about how to run
their businesses. Of course, the advice is
generally ignored; but the satisfaction is
there nevertheless.
This being the case, we see it as our
duty, and a very pleasant one, to recommend to Gov. Earle C. Clements that he
appoint Editor-Publisher Lawrence W.
Hager, of the Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer, to succeed Senator Alben W.
Barkley when the latter ascends to the
Vice Presidency January 20.
Lawrence Hager has the best possible
background, educationally, politically, by
inclination, training and experience to
step into Senator Barkley's large shoes
with great credit to the Commonwealth
and, we believe, to the material well being and benefit of the whole people of our
State.
Son of the late Judge S. W. Hager, a
distinguished citizen who served Kentucky as Auditor and as Secretary of State
and who was Democratic nominee for
Governor back in 1907, when a last minute and sorry desertion by some party
leaders sent Augustus E. Wilson, a Republican, to the Chief Executive's post,
Lawrence Hager has become, in his own
right and by his own sterling achievements, one of Kentucky's foremost
leaders.
Because of his father's party service
and distinction and his own devoted work
for the Democratic cause, Editor Hager
has the respect, the confidence and the
affection of a great many Democratic
leaders in the State and at Washington,
and his appointment would please more
rank and file party members than any
ether selection we can think of now.
A combat veteran of World War I, the
Owensboro editor is a graduate of Centre College, which has turned out so
many men of distinction in numerous
fields. He is a life-long intimate friend of
Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson and managed the college baseball team on which
the now Chief Justice was a star shortstop.
Fresh from college, Mr. Hager went
to Owensboro and assumed active management of the Inquirer, a then struggling afternoon daily, and largely
through his efforts has built up a newspaper business there, involving the acquisition of the late Urey Woodson's
Messenger and consolidation of it with
the Inquirer, which renders a great public service to the State and especially to

• the Second congressional district, its
primary field.
Lawrence Hager has been, since 1919, a
leading spirit in the American Legion of
Kentucky and now serves on some of the
major boards and committees of the national Legion organization. He is a past
district governor of Rotary International,
a Mason, a member of the Christian
Church, and a tried and true crusader
for all that is best in the life and for the
progress of Kentucky and his home community.
Never a candidate for public office,
the Owensboro newspaper man has been
strong in support of the tenets and the
candidates of the Democratic party, both
State and national, knows the machinery
of politics as thoroughly as he is familiar with Kentucky's needs, and in our
judgment, would at once grace and add
luster to the high place of United States
Senator.
We, with many here in the Gibraltar of
Democracy, would like to see a First district Democrat appointed to fill out the
unexpired portion of Senator Barkley's
term, but our good neighbor at Owensboro is close enough to us to know and
have complete sympathy with our needs,
to serve us well.
We do not feel that Congressman Noble J. Gregory, mentioned for this honor,
would care to leave his important post in
the House, where he is a conspiciously
successful leader and where his work has
done much for our section, especially in
forwarding the TVA and Kentucky Dam.
Noble Gregory has, apparently, a lifetime lease upon his House seat; and this
suits us well.
And, while there are other splendid
Democrats down our way who could and
would serve well in the Senate, we believe none would so lend himself to unity in the party or perform to better advantage for western Kentucky and Kentucky as a whole as Lawrence Hager.
Mentioned many times as a highly desirable if not likely candidate for Governor and Senator, Lawrence Hager is not
one to forward himself and probably
would be reluctant to leave his chosen
field for even a brief stay at Washington; but in the interest of obtaining a
gentleman possessing all the desirable
qualifications, the warm hearted and
constant desire to aid his fellow men, and
to pay party tribute where it is so richly
due, we strongly commend to Governor
Clements' consideration the Honorable
Lawrence W. Hager, of Owensboro, for
United States Senator.

Two Appraisals Of Education

Mark
Princeton's popular
Cunningham, a powerful figure
in the doings of Rotary International in this district the last
several years, is the local Rotary Club's candidate for district governor for Rotary year,
1949-50. Mark has served the
Princeton club as president, has
been the leader in founding several new Rotary clubs hereabouts, would make a fine district governor. His many friends
here, outside Rotary, hope he is
honored with his post, on merit
and achievement.
• • •
Sam McConnell and his street
maintenance crew are doing the
best job of patching and repairing Princeton's streets it h a s
been my good fortune to observe
in the 9 years I have lived here.
Major improvements have been
made recently . .. but there are
still some bad holes in Main
street, which will certainly get
worse if not fixed before the
freezes and thaws. The State
ought to do this repairing, of
course.
• • •
Roy Rowland told a group at
the Country Club the other
evening there is a big difference
in the standing of some of our
leading citizens. To illustrate,
Roy said when Bocty Mays'
wife leaves town, she gets Margaret to chaperone the family's
bread winner . . . whereas, when
Roy's wife goes away, she tprns
him loose on the community. A
listener remarked Mrs. Rowland
knows her husband is too adult
to get into much trouble.
• • •
Marion's band, in what looked
like brand new and very attractive white uniforms with blue
markings, looked and played
well in the ha:if-time entertainment last Thursday on Butler
field . . . but the Butler Band
was outstanding in maneuvers,
music and marching. In fact, if
any prizes had been awarded
for top performance Thanksgiving Day, the Bryant pupils
would have won 'em all, hands
down.
• • •
A tiny blonde miss in a white
satin uniform complete with
small baton and gold buttons,
was a crowd pleasing majorette
for Marion and she won a lot of
applause . . . as did Bobby Bishop, who marched with his
drum when our band paraded.
• • •
And, by the way, I hear it
didn't take Bobby long to make
the usually boy's decision about
school. After having attended the
First grade one week, this chubby lad with a merry twinkle in
his eye remarked to Chuck:
Well, I think I will just quit

After a long and careful look at Amer- freedoms inherent in the American way
ican education two persons from widely of life. It follows that to protect acadivergent walks of life have reached demic freedom, the teacher must support
some penetrating and remarkably similar the entire system which, among other
conclusions on the fight to make educa- things, guarantees freedom for all".
tion in the United States "the servant and
Impressed with the freedom allowed
shield of a better democracy".
students in American schools, Plesner
Dwight D. Eisenhower, in preparing pointed to the efforts of those who visto accept the presidency of Columbia ited the United States to carry American
University October 12, used the occasion "extracurriculum activities" back to their
to appraise and redirect his thoughts native countries.
in education. Several days later, October
Much of the advancement that has been
19, Ulrik Plesner, a 17-year-old Danish made in the United States, believes Plesstudent, who had traveled and studied in
ner, may be attributed to an "Americanthe United States with 20 other Scandi- istic" enthusiasm for new things and willnavian students earlier this year, de- ingness to accept change. "In this counscribed for members of the New York try", he said, "I have found an interest
Herald-Tribune Forum "What We Learn- for the outer world greater than anyed in American Schools".
where else—a kind of curiosity and a
In commenting on the responsibility of seeking for knowledge—and an openness
the United States as a democratic na- to criticism which is wonderful. T he
tion, Eisenhower declared, "That day (of Americans want to find the better way
extinction of our democratic form of to everything".
government) can never come if in our
Eisenhower, too, had something to say
educational system we help our stu- for this "seeking after the new" by redents gain a true understanding of our ferring to what he terned "the develop.society, of the need for balance between ment of rebels". "America", he asserted,
individual desires and the general wel- "%YRS born in rebellion, and rebellion
fare, and of the imperative requirement against wrong and injustice is imbedded
that every citizen participate intelligent- in the American temper. But whatever
ly and effectively in democratic affairs. change our rebels of the American past
The broadest possible citizen understand- may have sought, they were quick to proing and responsibility is necessary.
claim it openly and fearlessly, preaching
"It follows, then, that every institu- it from the housetops. We need their
tion built by free men, including great sort, and . . . we shall strive to develop
universities, must be first of all con- them—informed, intelligent rebels against
cerned with the preservation and further ignorance and imperfection and. prejudevelopment of human freedom—despite dice."
(NEA Bulletin)
any contrary philosoPhy of force that
•
may be pitted against it. From the
The frigate bird, clocked at 261 miles
school at the crossroads to a university an hour, is the fastest feathered flyer.
as great as Columbia, general education
•
The swordfish is the swiftest swimmer.
for citizenship must be the common and
Vatican City, with a population of 1,026
first purpose of them all . . .
Both Eisenhower and Plesner feel that and an area of 108.7 acres, is the world's
freedom is an essential component of the smallest state.
•
educational system. Pledging himself to
The activities of the Methodist church
an administration free from any restraint
or restrictions, President Eisenhower de- are administered from three principal
clared, "Academic freedom is nothing headquarters in New York, Nashville,
more than a specific application of the Tenn., and Chicago.

school. I am already pretty tired
at it.
• • •
Annie Sparks lost a compact
beneath the bleachers and sent
Carl for it wh.ttn the game ended. That was a chore her fond
hubby couldn't perform without
getting down on his hands and
knees in his good ,clothes .
so he enlisted Ezra Franklin,
diligent helper of the Band
Boosters at all the home contests. And Mr. Franklin, with a
small buy helper, found the
missing article just When its
owner was ready to give up.
• • •
Basketball f a n s, especially
alumni and followers af the national championship U. K. Wildcat team, will be delighted to
know the Reynolds Metals Co.
is again sponsoring radiocasts of
Kentucky's Olympic basketeers
. . and also other top net contests this winter.
• • •
Bro. C. B. Meadows told me
the other day he had been busy
lately 'score-drilling" but said he
hadn't hit much. Pretty soon,
however, he is going to strike
uranium, he said.
• • •
Well, this section has lead,
zinc, iron ore, fine cermaic
clays and, of course, fluorspar.
It is a paradise for geologists,
and some of these days, is likely
to have several new industries
as a result of the natural deposits in its soil.
• • •
Tom Vinson, an always welcome visitor, was in The Leader
office last Saturday. Tom said
his sister was feeding him up
fine and he was enjoying his
first two days off this year. He
retired with the other Republican State officials last December, when the Clements administration took charge at Frankfort; and says he never wants
another State jab. He is doing
fine in the school supply business.
• • •
The recent Democratic victory
was a big help to TVA. Some of
the agency's worst enemies were
defeated and the way was apparently cleared to place the
operation of dams and power
plants in the Cumberland Valley under the wing of TVA.
Development of Kentucky Lake
as a recreational and vacation
placgikenis certain to gain momentum.
• • •
During 1948, a new county
fair was inaugurated at Owensboro and it did so well, leaders
at 1Madisonville are going rapidly forward with plans for a
Hopkins county fair in 1949.
County fairs have been staging
a big come-back all over Kentucky in recent years. They are
not old-fashioned, since they
show recent developments in
mechanized equipment, purebred livestock, 441 Club and
FFA projects, Homemakers' work
and many other latter-day developments, all calculated to ad -
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vance rural life and progress.
• • •
Caldwell county should haVe
a fair, annually; and what better place than the location on
the Eddyville Road so well
equipped for a horse show recently by Mrs. Alice Denham?
The horse show ought to be con,
tinued, with a good county fair
added. Much benefit would derive, not the least of which
would be the coming of thousands of people to Princeton to
see the big show.
• • •
"Life is very interesting if you
make mistakes". (George Cerpentier, former French heavyweight)

Did You Know?
•

In order to test a baked potato
for doneness hal(' it in a pot
-holder and squeeze it lightly; if
it yields to the tow?' and fc,•1,
soft the potato is ready.
•
In using hard-cooked egg to;
a garnish the whites may be
chopped and added to the dish
The yolk can then be put
through a fine sieve with a
spoon.
•
In using a double boiler it is
usually best to fill the bottom
part about one-third full. Ff too
Little water is added it may boil

awa y before the
prepart
the top part has
finlithed
lag.
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The Easy Way to
Remember Everyone
on Christmas

That's through your Christmas Club. Save just a little every
week and come next November, you'll receive a handsome

•

MA

check that'll take care of all your Christmas purchases. Come
in today and join our Christmas Club for as little as 25c a
week. It's the smartest law-a-way plan for Christmas!

Take Santa's Tip
Join Our Club Now
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Tobacco Growers!!
The Henderson Tobacco Market Is Open To Receive T
bacco For Sales Beginning

Wednesday,Dec.8
The lamp behind the neon
if

of the modern American
pharmacy there burns a lamp as old as history itself
the lamp of learning.

BEHIND THE IJOHTED SIGN

i9f?

For today's pharmacist is a man of long and specialized training. To get his college degree, he must have a broad
and exact knowledge of the many technical sciences associated
with the action, handling and dispensing of drugs, chemicals,
biological products and other medicinal agents.
He must pass rigid State
pharmacist.

Once again as heretofore the Henderson market led al
Green River markets in average price. Here are the fin
at figures from the Kentucky Department of Agricultur
for the 1947-48 season. It shows the proof of the pud
ding. You make more money by selling in Henderson.

HENDERSON . . . $26.21
Madisonville . . . $25.69
Owensboro .
. $24.89

examinations to become a licensed

Then, like your doctor, he must keep abreast of the latest
medical developments, the newest drugs, and the constant
improvement in pharmaceutical products.
The shelves of his pharmacy are stocked with the newest discoveries of medical science and an array of bright, attractive merchandise that go to make today's drug store a center of service in
its community.
Get better acquainted with your pharmacist. Trade with him he's a man you can rely on.---Rapr.nt•d from • copyrigkied arivertumsint
prliasid lot Parks, Dwis & C«,,pany, Detrosi 32, Moskva:a.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126

WE HAVE PLENTY OF SPACE

Soaper Tobacco Farmers' Tobacco
Warehouse
Warehouse

See these by
to give you t
all the warmt

"We Get More For The Tobacco Grower"
114110124

Chly
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ly be in a much better
• to plan their farming
•ns for more profitable
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the year so that corrections
and
improvements can be made.
Individual farmers can do very
little about prices, markets and
weather but good planning and
the use of efficient methods
production and following good
improved practices can do a lot
to offset those factors Over
which they have little or no control.
Some of the things which can
be done by each individual is
to plan to adopt soil and water
conservation practices, use plenty of plant food, plant good
quality seeds, cull inefficient
livestock and poultry and plan
for improvement of the quality of livestock kept on the farm.
Perry Summers, field agent in
marketing, University of Kentucky Extension Service, will
discuss the agricultural outlook
for 1949 at a meeting at the
Courthouse here December 2, at
7 o'clock. This is a subject every farmer in the county should
be interested in hearing dis ,
cussed.

(AP

RESCUED FROM WATER-FILLED PIT—Richard Garlough, five,
gives his mother a grateful look from his hospital bed in Cedar
Rapids, Ia., as he recovers from a narrow escape from drowning in
a water-filled grease pit at a filling station. Mrs. Garlough saw the
boy's hand sticking out of the water as she looked into the pit by
chance during a search when he failed to come to lunch. She
drained the water from his body by holding him by the heels and
rushed him to a hospital. (AP Wirephoto)

News From The Past
little every
C handsome

tmas!

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recordeLl nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 18, 1926. S. W. Baker and Vernon, Ind., where she will visdaughters, Mrs. I. N. Day, of it relatives. She was accompanDawson, and Mrs. Henry Terry, ied as far as Evansville by Misof this city, left yesterday ses Mildred Norman Greer and
morning for Birmingham, Ala., Katherine Sue Loftus.
June 18, 1926. Knox Wylie, of
to attend. the Confederate ReMadisonville, who has been atunion.
June 11, 1926. Miss Mildred tending Purdue University, LaPool has returned from Lex- fayette, Ind., is visiting relatives
ington, where she attended col- here.
lege last term, and will spend -i June 25, 1926. Mrs. Harry
the vacation months with her Menthrup and daughter, Miss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Dorothy, of New Orleans, La.,
Pool, at their home on Eddyville are guests at Woodlawn, the
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
Road.
June 11, 1926. Mrs. A. Koltin- J. B. Wood, near Otter Pond..
June 25, 1926. Dorothy and
sky has returned from a two
Plus Tax
weeks' stay at Louisville, where Gertrude Finkel, of Nashville,
she was a guest of her sister, are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
Saul Pogrotsky, and Mr. PogrotMrs. Gus Frankel.
June 18, 1926. Miss Ruth sky, at their pretty home 'on
Litchfield is spending her vaca- Hawthorne Avenue.
tion at Louisville at the home of .i. June 25, 1926. Edward Sweenher parents, Rev. and Mrs. A. ye, Robert Pritchard and James
Kevil have returned from the
D. Litchfield.
a June 18, 1926. Min LaRue Pennyroyal Scout Camp in ChrlPhone 260 Stone left yesterday for Mt. tian county.
June 29, 1926. Mr. and Mi Bobby Mason and little Miss
Dottie Jane Mason are attending the Chautaqua and are guests
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed McLin on Washington street.
'June 29, 1926 Otis Ann. of
Chicago, spent the past week
very pleasantly with his sister.
Mrs. Cook Oliver, of the Eddy
.Creek section.
i June 29, 1926. Misses Martha
,,,... Baptist and Alice Marshall,. of
Covington, Tenn., are the at
P4
guests of Miss Margaret
Kevil at her home on Hopkins,
Road.

inc FM,so it's virtually free from
fading, and station interference.
dio, too, also in natural color
liandsotne rosewood plastic cabiual tone control. In most loca,
no external aerials needed for
r FM or AM. 7. tubes plus

inary St.

4-H Schedule
Of Meetings
Dec. 1, 1:30 o'clock, Liberty;
Dec. 1, 2:15 o'clock, Hall; Dec.
2, 8:30 o'clock, Butler Junior;
Dec. 2, 9:30 o'clock, Farmersville; Dec. 2, 1 o'clock, Crider;
Dec. 2, 2 o'clock, Fredonia Junior; Dec. 2, 2:30 o'clock, Fredonia Senior;; Dec. 2, 3:30 o'clock,
Flat Rock; Dec. 3, 1 o'clock,
White; Dec. 3, 2 o'clock, Lewistown; Dec. 6, 8:30 o'clock, Eastside, Jr.; Dec. 6, 9 o'clock, Eastside Senior; Dec. 7, 8:30 o'clock, ,
Butler Senior; Dec. 7, 1:301
o'clock, Cobb; Dec. 7, 1:30 o'clock,
Friendship; Dec. 10, 2:30 o'clock;
Blue Springs.
football is played in America—
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
—holds 135,000.
AGENTS (OR

Christmas Robes

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky

rN un kg_
41,

"fAt CROPS
OS HATE

Just one application of FOURLEAF on a legume crop—or on
fields you'll seed to legumes—
fill increase the yields of all
crops in your rotation. FOURLEAF is used by your legume
immediately to increase yields
and feeding value. And all the
crops following feed upon land
enriched with both the phosphorus and nitrogen of their
residues. Let us have your order today!
Write to .. • .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, Ill.

NOW
)SHOWING
There's never a square

deal in the game
they play!

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN

SATURDAY, DEC. 4
Six-Guns Speak Louder Than Words!
Waffle Irons
Hot Plates
Electric Irons
Heating Pads
Cory Coffee Makers
Electric Percolators
Electric Mixers
Carpet Sweepers
Bath Scales
Presto Cookers
Mirromatic Cookers
Aluminum Ware
Brass Fire Sets
Electric Heaters

I

Bicycles
Tricycles
Scooters
Roller Skates
Boys' Wagons
Sleds
Pocket Knives
Flash Lights
Shot Guns
.22 Rifles
Hunting Caps
Fishing Tackle
Saddles, Bridles
Carpenter Tools

MONOGRAM PICTURE
1

RAYaienD
Added Attractions!
NO. 3— "ADVENTURES OF FRANK & JESSE JAMES"
COMIC 'BUGS BUNNY in RABBIT PUNCH"

SUN. & MON., DEC. 5-6

They're bringing Broadway wit.
all its gaiety, singing, laughing and dancing
right into your heart!

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS

In using gumdrops for holiday cookies or fruit cakes cut
them with a kitchen scissors.

To Receive 1

Use quick-frozen fruits as
soon as possible after defrosting.

ing

(Incorporated)

Tenth and Virginia St.

Both the swift and the peregrine falcon can fly 200 miles
an hour.

ec.8

Phone 332

Hopkinsville, Kentucky

with Nancy GUILD
Charles WINNINGER
Charlie RUGGLES
Fay BAINTER
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Added Enjoyment!
COLOR COMIC —
TRAVELTALK
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES. & WED., DEC. 7-8

DRAMA THAT WILL
AWAKEN MILLIONS

.21
.69
.89

YVONNE

A grim warning to
heedless youth - lax parents!

BOLD
SHOCKING
MORAL AND
EDUCATION AL

$14.95
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ADMISSION
ALL SEATS
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PETER LORRE • MARTA TOREN
MO Ile

KATHIGINI DUNHAM DANCIMS

Plus These Swell Shorts!
COLOR COMIC — "WHO'S COOKING WHO"
PETE SMITH NOVELTY — "JUST SUPPOSE"

V
:

Gr°Viel

TONY

De CARLO • MARTIN

See these lovely robes in many styles and colors . . . All designed
to give you that flattering look. These robes provide you with
all the warmth and comfort you desire.

CO

BIG YIELDS

Plus These Delightful Short Units!
LEON ERROL in "BACHELOR BLUES"
MUSICAL MERRY-GO-ROUND — WORLD NEWS

1,000C-MCKIVILACCIVIMCMCVVVI

ere,

NewellatureT)

Moscow—Moscow may soon
be able to seat the biggest footall crowds in the world. The
Moscow Dynamo Stadium —
biggest in the USSR—is going
to be greatly enlarged.
Dynamo, which is located not
far from the heart of the city
on the Leningrad Highway, now
seats 80,000 and has standing
room for about 20,000 more in
huge open spaces behind its
uppermost rows.
Well known referee N. Latyshev, who appeared in London
three years ago when Dynamo
played Arsenal, says plans are
underway tq enlarge Dynamo
to accommodate the many thousands who have to be turned
away from the big games.
Latyshey• says:
-The popularity of soccer is
on the upgrade. Moscow Dynamo Stadium with its seating
capacity of about 80,000, needs
stretching—to at least twice its
size.
"The blueprints are being prepared. This ought to be good
news for Moscow fans".
If Dynamo doubles its size,
as the official inters, it would
then be seating the biggest
football crowds in world history.
The largest crowd to see a
soccer game in Britain was
149,547 at Hampden Park, April
17, 1937. This surpasses anything in the U. S.
The biggest field on which

Eighty percent of American
Dr. Don Cash Seaton, head of manufacturing is
concentrated
the Department of Physical Edu- in the northeastern
part of the
cation at the University of Ken- country.
tucky, is the author of a bood,
New York alone has as many
''Safety in Sports", which will
be published December 15.
telephones as all of either Latin
America or Asia.
The Corn Belt extends from
Nebraska and Kansas to the ApIn making coconut cream pie
palachian plateau of eastern add some of the coconut to the
Ohio.
filling and save some to sprinkle
over the top.

table radio

ases. Come
le as 25c a

UK Man Is Author

Moscow To Build
Biggest Stadium

of

farm businesses are berated without a definite
mind or without suffiords being kept to deAbout 5.8 percent of the corn
where inefficiencies in grown in this country is used
in
ns have occurred during the corn wet milling industry.

Pa • Five

THUR. & FRI., DEC. 9-10
Real Life History of the Thrilling, Teeming Southwest!
.71 RANDOLPH

50c--ADULTS ONLY

ANNE

ROBERT

SCOTT • JEFFREYS • RYAN
RETURN of the

EACH PERFORMANCE

PIDAfflif

NO CHILDRtN
ADMITTED!

.,as GEORGE 'GASSY ORM
PLUS!

COMEDY — "SPOOK SPEAKS" and NEWS
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Merchants Expect Biggest
Christmas In Their History
New York—AP--Storekeepers
expect this Christmas season to
be the biggest ever—lbut for the
first time since the war they'll
be making a real bid for your
business.
Last December retail sales
reached a staggering total of
$12,641,000,000 -- the highest for
any month on record.
This year merchants are confi-

dent December sales will be even
better. Some forecasters set the
gain at 10 to 15 percent over a
year ago, saying they expect
sales to reach about $14,000,000,000.
Besides the high level of national income, retailers give
these reasons for their optimism:
Supplies of goods are better and
more varied than they have

Highest Market Prices
Paid For Corn
See or Call Us Before Selling
Modern Truck Hoist for Unloading
Kuttawa

Phone 2302

or see Brad Lacy in Princeton

KUTTAWA, KY.

Miss Vivian Curtiutt, extension
specialist in home furnishings.
will conduct the training school
on slip covers In the large
courtroom of the courthouse
December 8 at 10 o'clock.
Arrangements for the meeting were made by Miss Wilma
Vandiver, home agent.
been in yetrs, there are more
eye-catching special gift items,
prices are higher but values are
better, and there is a greater
range of moderate-priced gifts.
Merchants are stressing the
moderate price levels — for
months consumers have been
turning aside from high priced
luxury goods. They realize that
the day has gone when the consumer would buy a gift no matter what its price.
Competition is back in full
force. Merchants have recognized that in their selection of
goods. They also plan bigger
Christmas promotions than in
many years—and plan to start
them earlier than usual this
year.
Manufacturers, too, have been
giving more thought to the consumer. They have set out to develop new, fresh ideas:
.Toilet goods makers have
come out with a wide variety of
moderate priced cosmetic kits,
toilet sets and novelties.
"There is a marked awareness
of the value of Christmas gift
packaging among cutlery and
kitchen tool manirfacturers,'I said
Julien Eifenbein, editor of
House Furnishings Review, a
trade puiblication.
Towel manufacturers again
are offering Christmas-packaged
gift sets which disappeared during the war—and notion departments have everything from casual slippers to kitchen bowl coy-

By David Taylor Marke
(AP

Here's • gift that will be appreciated and enjoyed for many, many years. It will he used
night after night, winter after winter, providing wonderful, cosy sleeping warmth for some
lucky person.
For a grateful "Merry Xmas," make your beet
gift • General Electric Automatic Blanket.
- oose from three models and four lovely
(l
colors.
* * *
Th. Automatic Blanket is caraltilly wade to
Meer rigid General Electric eatery standards,
and is approved by Underwriters Laboratories,
Mc. It is certified washable by the American
inotiansa
Lamarboriag.

AVAHASIE IN THREE NODEllot

IOWAN'S STEER WINS JUNIOR GRAND CHAMPIoN sIIIP—.
Bob Schmidt (right), 18, of Delmar, Iowa, shakes hands with A.
D. Weber of Kansas State College, judge of the International
Livestock show at Chicago, after Schmidt's Aberdeen Angus
"Black Boy" won top award in the junior grand championship
steer competition Nov. 27. (AP Photo)
ers in gift garb.
With lingerie a favorite gift
item for women, one corset company is introducing in time for
Christmas selling a new washable nylon velvet blouse-brassiere.
A first-of-its-kind article, the
company said, the garment can
be worn as a blouse for daytime
or evening.
"Practical gifts will dominate
sales increases," said the International Statistical Bureau, private research firm, in a sum-

mary of the Christmas outlook.
That idea is borne out in a
survey a consumers in 31 cities
by Sales Management trade magazine.
The poll showed that women
are asking for household goods
and clothing as Christmas gifts,
while men list wearing apparel
as their first choice. Beyond that,
women list jewelry as their
third choice, a nd automobiles
are second in line with men. After that men will take radiotelevision-phonograph sets.
"Only a resigned one percent
of men want neckties, and perfume ranks just about as low
with women", Sales - Management found.
When it comes to the children,
toy manufacturers expect sales
o reach a new high around $300,000,000. And there again, there
is stress on moderate priced
items. Toy makers say the supply og good quality moderate
priced toys is far greater than
a year ago.

Proper clothing is essential to
good health. If you need extra cash to buy winter clothing, see us today.

Tulane and South Carolina
have met twice on the gridiron
—in 1932 and 1948—and the Tulane squad has won both contests.
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Twin-bed On•-eceirel
66 by 86 Inches

110

W. Market, Princeton
Woodruff, Mgr.

Geo: go

Double-Bed Ons-control
72 by 86 Indies

Ph.. 470

$39.95

Don't let coughing. is.wesing. recurring attacks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and
energy •ithout trying MENDACO. which
works thru the blood to reach bronchi,'
tubes and lungs. Usually helps nature quickly
remote thick, sticky mucus Thus alleviate,
cooghing and aids freer breathing and better
sleep. Oct MENDACO from druggist. Betiotattiest or money back guaranteed.
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Double-bed Tw•-asetrol
72 by 66 ladies
Calor,: ROSE • BLUE • GREEN • CEDAR
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"Should junior insist upon
playing with Johnny's toy, the
alert parent can engage his interest in a substitute toy almost
immediately, by diaplaying an ,
sctive interest in it. Then, as
junior's and Johnny's interests
wane, their toys can be exchanged", she says.
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Children love to bask in the
favor of their parents, says Miss
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Alessandrini. Should junior be
aware that you favor his sharA I. V El
ing his toys or sweets with his
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friends or others, he is more
likely to continue doing so.
Again, shildren are great observers, she says. They'll watch
you making up Christmas packages to be sent to less fortunate
children here and overseas and
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things for children at the Recreation Center", says Miss AlesCALVE
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Christmas is a great time for
Perhaps you bought one of these lovely old patterns when
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serving pieces or extra place-settings you were unable to be
activities only to be enjoyed as
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PRINCETON
inactive
patterns.
these
with others and in so doing
learn that only by sharing can
Phone
We must have your order by December 31, 1948. Delivery will
he have the greatest enjoyment.
be made in May, 1949. Come in now .. , and complete your
service in the sterling you've loved all these years!
A. P. Generes, Tulane University's business manager of athletics, hasn't missed a Wave football game in 27 years either at
home or on the road.

CREOMULSION

College's
'Michigan State
Chuck Davey, three-time NCAA
135-pound boxing champ, has a
brother, Bert, who is out for the
college team.
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FEED YOUR FAMILY BETTER
*SiteoTHRIFTIER, EASIER WAY!
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THESE INACTIVE PATTERNS I
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Do not overfreeze desserts
made in the refrigerator; serve
them as soon as possible after
they are firm.

CAYCE-YOST
is
SANTA'S
WHEELGOODS
HEADQUARTERS
TRICYCLES, 10" and up
BICYCLES, 16"-20"-24"-26"
DOLL BUGGIES
SLEDS
SKATES

GoRpoN cA yc
HOPRINs VILLE

REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
New Six-Room Dwelling with all conveniences

$5,000.00

Eight year old Five-Room Dwelling with water,
lights and gas
.
.
. ..

$3,700.0C

Practically new Five-Room Dwelling that could not
be replaced - not counting the lot - for sale price

$8,000.00

New Three-Room Dwelling including two large porches;
well and cistern; also, Household furniture
complete. Price

$6.95 up
$19.95 up
$5.95 up
$3.95 up
$3.95

200 acre farm: Large dwelling, 3 Stock and tobacco barns,
and other improvements. FINE LAND! Price
$1,500.00

SANTA'S SPECIAL

For identification, and particulars see or call

LARGE SIZE RADIO FLYER WAGON

Cummins Insurance Agency
(Office over Wood's Drug Store)
TELEPHONE 520-J

In Hopkinsville It's

(Incorporated)
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RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH

Here's Cash for You
For Winter Clothes
Protect Your Health
From Head to Toes
13ift Do-Uwe

GENERAL

Finished lilanuNo tor,
Keith Akin, 14-year-old 4-H fcr 70 percent of A
club member in Carlisle county, ports.
-proved that fertilisation of corn
pays. In the center of his father's corn field, he treated a
200
three-acre plot, using
pounds of commercial fertilizer.
Then the entire field was planted and cultivated alike. At harvest time, young Akin's fertilizHOPKINSV/
ed plot yielded 83.0 bushels of
corn to the acre, while the remainder of the field produced
only 54 bushels an acre.

Fertilization Pays

Unselfishness Al
Christmas Time

Training School

SMITH'S FURNITURE
Phone 92

E. Main St.

6
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In addition, we save you money on your Fire, and Automobile
Insurance
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Changes Made In UK
Public Relations Staff

Ladino Supplants Fescue
Howard McClendon of the Mud
Lick community in Monroe coon
ty is so pleased with ladino
clover that he plans to seed his
14 acres of fescue to this crop
in February. He showed Farm
Agent Justus L Ellis an eightacre pasture seeded with Wino
clover, orchard grass, redtop,
timothy and some lespedeza.
Twenty-eight cows were feeding
on the pasture which had been
grazed almost continuously since
May. Ellis noted that the ladino clover was the greenest part
of the entire pasture.

Two changes in the University of Kentucky public relations
staff were • announced Wednesday, Dee. 1, by Dr. Leo M.
Chamfberlain, vice president of
the University, subject to approval by the Board of Trustees.
Kenneth L. Kuhn, news editor, in the public relations deMartha Root
Doris Feltner
Elsie Merle Isaacs
Joe Willett
partment for the last 2% years,
UPERIOR records of achievement in
will become sports editor in the
National 4-II Canning, Clothing,
Field Crops end Girls' Record programs
department. He will be succeedpionship honors for tour Kentucky club have won 1948 state chammembers.
Each received an
ed by Paul Crowdus, Lebanon,
all-expense trip to the 27th National
441
Nov. 28 to Dec. 2. The winners, who were Club Congress in Chicago.
a U. K. journalism graduate. In
selected
by
the
state
club
office, and brief outlines of their records
follow:
their new positions, Kuhn will
Getting that well-known "new- learned in
handle publicity for all Wildcat
4-11
Club
work
about
look" was little trouble for Martha
all phases of homemaking, Elide
teams and Crowdus will take
If snow is formed at very low
Routt, 19, of Pewee Valley, who
Marie Isaacs], 17, of Winchester
care of general news about the temperatures it falls in small
selected, sewed, made over or
has been named State winner in
mended 897 garments for herself the 1948 National
University.
flakes, but if formed just below
4-H Girls' Rec.
and other members ot the family
ord program. During nine years of
the freezipg point the flakes are
during nine years of 4-H club
club work, she completed 49 projwork. In addition to completing
large and complex.
ects, canning 1,403 quarts of food,
31 4-H projects, of which nine were
preparing and serving 1,523 meals,
Because of illness, Dr. Wilin clothing. Martha served as vice- sewing
116 garments,
Approximately 20 percent of
president and secretary of her chicks, and cultivatingraising 1,550 liam S. Taylor, dean of the Unithree acres
local club; gave four 4-H talks at of garden.
versity of Kentucky College of gainfully employed people in the
She also has raised
school meetings and over the
nine beet animals and has imBducation, 'has had to decline United States are engaged in
radio; and wrote four 4-H news
proved her own room. She was an invitation to join
an educa- agriculture, forestry and fishing
stories. Named state winner in
secretary, treasurer, and reporter
the 1948 National 4-H Clothing
tional mission to Japan. The in- combined.
for her local club and county viceAchievement program, she was
president and president. She is
vitation, extended by the Deawarded an educational trip to the
now a leader. Elsie has been partment of the
Army, requested
Chicago Club Congress provided
awarded an all-expense trip to the
by Spool Cotton Educational BuDean Taylor's assistance in conNational 4-H Club Congress, ChiSAFER SERVICE
reau.
cago, provided by Montgomery ducting a training program for
The Feltner family of London
Ward.
Japanese educational leaders as
haa no worries when it comes to
An outstanding youthful farmer,
part of the military goverbeing supplied with a variety of
Joe Willett, 19, of Paducah, has
healthful foods all year around. won State honors in
nment's plan of democratization
the National
Canning 1,437 quarts of fruits', 4-H Field Crops awards
program. and decentralization.
CALL US FOR
vegetables, and meats, helped
Joe planted and tended two acres
4-Her Doris Feltner, 17, win State
PROMPT, SAFE
of corn this year, and learned
honors in the National 4-H CanIt is bandy to remember that
much about seed bed preparation,
LONG-DISTANCE
ning program. She also has 601
use of fertilizers and approved
there are 4 cups of flour in one
hours of housekeeping to her cultivating and
MOVING
SERVICE
harvesting meth- pound of flour and that 2 cups
credit. In seven years of club
ods. During eight years in 4-H he
aaelsorlsati A
work, Doris completed eight Proj- has completed 20
of granulated sugar weigh one
projects, includects. She has been secretary and
ing five In field crops. He has
pound.

S

Kitchen Kits Get
Homemakers Praise
"Save with kitchen kits", is the
advice of home management
specialists at the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, as they
explain the advantages of five
different kinds of kits. There is
(I) the first-aids kit, making it

possible to treat at once the
injuries incurred in the kitchen;
(2) the beauty kit with emergency cosmetics to save embarrassment and keep up morale;
(3) the tool kit to encourage
the immediate repair of household damages; (4) the sewing kit
with its supply of notions for
quick and easy mending, and
(5) the cleaning kit to simplify

the ordeal of cleaning by having
the necessary articles at hand.
The latter may be equipped
with soap, polishes, wax, ammonia, linseed oil, cloths, and
the other items which a housewife is likely to need in the
weekly cleaning.
Red blood cells are made in
the red bone marrow.

Invited To Japan

song leader of her club, and she
is now • leader. Doris Ruth was
provided an all-expense trip to
the National 4-H Club Congress,
Chicago, by the Kerr Glass Mfg.
Corp. as recognition for her outstanding achievements
In recognition of what she has

been president of his local 4-H
club continuously since 1941, and
president of his county club since
1946. In recognition of his achieve.
ments, International Harvester Co.
provided Jtie with a National 4-H
Club Congress all-expense trig
award.

All of these activities are conducted under the direction of the Extension Service of the State Agriculture College and USDA cooperating,
at the inflated price of real es- will
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tate or shall we use it for the
purchase of more and better
livestock, new machinery for the
operation of our lands or in instituting a soil conservation program on the property that we
now own or shall we invest it in
soine type of stocks, bonds or
other securities?
The first thing that should be
taken care of if the farmer is
yin
ng any indebtedness
against his present holdings is to
liquidate his indebtedness by
paying off the indebtedness as
soon as possible; the secoed use
of some of this money that I
would recommend would be the
purchase of more and better
sires of purbred lines to use in
connection with his present livestock program as it is essential
that we improve our livestock
in Kentucky if we are to keep
abreast of the times; the third
recommendation for the use of
some of this money is to start a
soil conservation program on his
farm ever remembering that it
is necessary to keep his farm
built up in a high state of cultivation that it may be drawn
upon for higher production in
the times of stress and also to
keep in Inind, under his soil
conservation program, that it is
necessary for him to handle his
farm in such a manner that it

be preserved for the use
and benefit of posterity for the
feeding and preservation of an
ever increasing population; and
the fourth thing that I would
recommend is that some of this

The women who own a General Electric
washer will tell you that it makes washday
easier and more pleasant than ever before.
They'll tell you that their clothes are washed
brighter and fresher than ever. They'll tell
you that with a General Electric Washer ...
it's "quick-clean" washing all the time!
GENERALS ELECTRIC

VakkCIe5'n"10.54/iyeecdefee,..
Activeter• setin n1 flits ''three-zone,- tittle- tested
Activator washes gently, but thoroughly. Gets out
all the dirt.
Ono-control sv Howl One simple control starts,
stops, reverses, releases the rolls. Adjust it for all
fabrics. It's easy on hooks and buttons.

money be used for the repairing and keeping in good shape
the machinery that in this day
and time is absolutely necessary
for the operation of an up-todate farm and although machinery is high, for the replacing of those items that are worn
•
out and the operation of which
would cause a great loss of Arnold Ligon Truck Line
time and inconvenience and
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
above all things if not practiced
Princeton, Ky.
at the present time, to purchase Phone 893
a ledger for the keeping of farm
records.

Adlustoblat timer' Regulates the washing time
from OFF to 15 minutes. Shuts off Activator automatically when the washing is through.
•Tracle-nagak Reg U 5. Psi.. OR.

a demonstration.

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
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S. SEMINARY STREET

YOU CAN GIVE AND GIVE AND

GIVE

WHEN YOU

SHOP AT

Smart Gift for Him-Bring Him
to Penney's, Let Him Choose a

Many more outstanding features
make the General Electric Washer
a re• value.
COMO in and ask for

plENNEy'S

You can give more and more
and save too, on Penney's white

. MARATHON

aifizeka

daily

CA Y
ILI,1'

CIALS
$5,000 00

$3,700.00

$8,000.0°

rice

...al the

BROWN!

you have business soon in Louisville, bring your
wife along and have • week-end "spree." She'll love

rches;

Friday and Saturday
you work. Then, Saturday night, you

to shop and look around on

$2,500.00

Inorming, while

eon take her to the Bluegrass Rooms .

co barns,
$1;5002)/

have •

gorgeous dinner, see two wonderful floor shows, and
4dther dance or "watch!"

well, blow long has

On Sunday morning —

it been since

you've bad breakfast

ii& bed?

or call

You'll both hare fun at the Brown. It's Louisville's
Largest and

geoGY

TOWNCRAFT* STYLED
PENNEY PRICED!

Finest!

1106•11d Automate Wyatt II. Fume
111.01EARAIS BOOM —
NieltS1 "Brigid tport

TIE

BROWN

Here's a novel (AND MIGHTY THRIFTY) way to solve one big gift problem.
Bring him along with you to Penney's and let him pick out his own handsome
Marathon. He'll recognise the superior fur felt, the careful workmanship,the trim

NOTEL

Louisville's Largest and Finest
le
nd Atom

*TOP GRADE FUR
FELTS AT PENNEY'S
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

Moose IL Rums, Managing Director

Iire Flaws Ak-Ossillflteed All the Year Itmodl

styling! And you'll see what a big lift a new Marathon will give him. No strobe
on the budget either. Try it. He'll thank you for months and months to come!

MEN'S RAYON OR COTTON SOCKS
COLORFUL COTTON ARGYLE SOCKS

39c

Ask any man about Towncraft shirts—he'll tell you it's as fine a shirt as you
can buy anywhere! Ask about Penney prices—you'll hoaru how much you cam
save at Penney's. So give close-woven, Sanforisedt, combed cotton broadcloth
shirts! See how much he'll appreciate than/And see how much you save!

TOWNCRAFT WOVEN PATTERN SHIRTS
*Ilsg. U. S. Pas. OIL

2.98
tShriskaip will net aussmil I%

As. t
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Deaths & Funerals

gvandchildi,o

and

five

great-' Road.

Funeral services were
grandchildren.
held November 29, with the Rev.
Funtral services were held at Carl Boucher in charge. He is
Richard A. P'Poul
from Page one)
Richard A. Prool, 66, died at the First Baptist Church here survived by his widow and sev- tithe Marion passes throw son,'
Wednesday afternoon, with the
hie home in the Crossroads
Rev. H. G. M. flatlet officiating. ..eral children. Burial was iti wares into the Bengals.
community November 27. Fun'The score might easily have
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem- Cedar Hill Cemetery.
eral services were held Novem- etery.
been one or two touchdowns
ber 29.
William P. Baker
greater for Butler but for a 15A sun of the late Harvey Monroe Coleman
Funeral services for William yard penalty in .the closing stanP'F'ool and Martha E. Newsom,
Funeral service for Monroe P. Baker, 77, of baker's Station, za when the Tigers had posseshe is survived by his widow, Coleman, 01, who operated a
who died at Jennie Stuart Hos- sion on the Marion 6-yard line.
Mrs. Lucinda P'Pool. Mr. P'Pool shoe repair shop on S. Harrison
marched back
pital, Hopkinsville, November They quickly
was a farmer in the Crossroads street, and who was caretaker
down close, only to lose the pig24, were held at Morgan's Funconwnunity.
of the Caldwell County Farm, eral Home November 27. He is skin on a fumble.
Burial was
On another occasion the Tigers
in Crossroads were held November 26 at "Mor- survived by
a sister, Mrs. MatCemetery.
gan's Funeral Home, Mr. Cole- tie Booth, and several nieces elected to try passes, after rushman died suddenly at his shop and nephews. Burial was in ing the ball to within easy scoring distance in the first quarter,
on
November 24. Rev. Olen Sisk, Hill Cemetery, 'near Fredonia.
Mrs. Sallie Barnes
but luck was bad and not until
by °the
Mrs. Sallie Barnes, 88, died Hopkinsville, assisted
the third stanza did a Tiger forJohn
T. Cunningham,
Monday at the home of her Bev.
The robin is still caught for
ward click, when
MeCaslin
daughter, Mrs. Smith Hobgood, was in charge of services.
food on Continental Europe.
snagged two in a row.
Survivors are his widow, two
in Calvert City.
Restaurants first became realJerry P'Pool plunged through
Mrs. Barnes had been an in- sons and a daughter. He is also ly popular after t h e French
the Marion line for the Tigers'
valid for several years. She was surviVed by several brothers Revolution
w hen aristocrats
third td. in the third stanza.
a member af the Calvert City and sisters.
could no longer afford great reBarrett scored the second six
'Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem- tinues of servants.
Baptist Church.
pointer on the trickiest play of
Besides her daughter, she is • • t ery.
Predecessors of modern Britthe game when he took a perfect
survived by three sons, Luther
ish resturants were,coffee housfrom Etheridge and scamlateral
Barnes,
es and taverns, Which.. had a
Princeton; Crawford William Nelson
pered the last few yards across
Barnes, Hampton; and Hanson
William Nelson, 88, a retired daily "ordinary"—a dinner or
the pay-off stripe, untouched.
Barnes, Cleveland, 0.; a''brother, farmer, died November 27 at supper at a common table and
Barrett intercepted a Marion
Booth Oldhem, of California; 10 this (home on Varmint Trace generally for a fixed price.
pass to stop a Marion threat in
the closing quarter and Williamson duplicated, with an interception in the third When the Terrors looked as tho they might
go somewhere.
The game was hard fought but
more cleanly played than most
Princeton -Marion grid ' contests
and penalties were all for offside and backfield in motion, except two, one against each team,
in the closing minutes of the
game. Butler was taxed 15 yards
for clipping and Marion the
same for unnecessary roughness
Officiating was excellent.
Coach Johnny Hackett' substituted freely in the third and
fourth quarter, giving his first
string players some rest, and
in the dying minutes, sent in an
entire second team which held
the ball successfully while time
ran out.
The two bands, both in new
uniforms, entertained at the
half time interlude with much
credit to themselves. Butler's
marching and playing was the
best ever seen and heard here,
spectators d ec lire d. Marion's
tiny majorette, Jerry Tabor, and
Butler's mascot, Bobby Bishop,
won delighted applause from the
fans. The Tiger Band wins the
championship every year, in the
estimation of home fans.

Tigers
,,,„tinuedEnd Good

I

Farmers Protest
Price Support Cut
Washington Al' "Grass roots"
protests against possible lower
governments price supports on
major crops in 1950 may lead the
Truman administration' to ask
the new Congress to change existing farm programs.
Farmers' criticism is being directed principally at price support provisions of a long-range
farm act passed by the Republican-controlled 80th Congress and

Oomphies,.so full
of the Christmas
spirit ... what

4'
•

a delightful gift
they are!

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastoi
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 ant.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 am,

You couldn't find
anything prettier
than Oomphies
...and few things
as satisfying ...
for Oomphies
have a hidden
charm, a cushion
sole that's
divinely
comfortable.

Stardust .. . delicately embroidered pastel stars on
rich, rayon satin. Light blue,
slide
$3.95

as.

GOrartsisS Cx)MrtilES 000.01411 0014PlarS 011 °WHIM eValsfirS OOMPiarS 00s4PwiES 00tarslaS 00k4eRat

oorarries

Slideoiong
. beloved classic slide in rayon satin,
cushion sole. Black, red,
blue, peach and green. $2.95
Melody ... sweet and pretty in luscious rayon satin
•

Black, red and blue.. .$3.95

14

FIRST CHRISTIAN
The church will celebrate the
first anniversary of use of the
"Ritual of Friendship" cards
this Sunday. Throughout the
year many members have established outstanding
attendance
records. Permanent record cards
reveal the high percentage of
the membership in attendance
is Maintained during the winter.
Indications are favorable that
this loyalty will be manifest in
the coming months. A modern
Beatitude is, "Blessed is the
man who is faithful in attendance at his church regardless of
the weather!"
A cordial welcome is extended persons without a church
home. Visitors are invited to
share the joys of worship any
time services are held here.
BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., It
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship, Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday,.8
p.m.

11
loomeets oceobars

i

"war.
OOMPHIES 00ratkistS opraresg3

••
•
•
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Many other gift slippers from
which to choose. 41.96 to 14.95
SEE THEM IN OUR vnNtiOws
AND ON OUR SLIPPER BAR

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

•••

LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
and
Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
The word "restaurant" was
first applied in America to dining rooms of the better hotels
and to a few high class a Is carte
dining places.
Frederick Remington, American artist, was sent West for his
health as a young man—and became famous painting the Indiana and soldiers he saw on the
. plains.

MEMORIAL

SHOP AT OUR STORE

*WREATHS

Select yours now from our stock of beautiful

RCA-VICTOR, STEWART-WARNER

We Shall K
en,
the end of au
we have loved
• k deep
there be no regret
parted,
aver in the curve

patterns.

music ahocki
awake
sound of waves
driving rhythm;
dirk beneath t
that make
r hollows fertile
ge jeweled se
burst to blades
memories.
language, feat
learning prof
e all-earth to

VICTOR, COLUMBIA, DECCA AND ALL YOUR FAVORITE

RECORDS

)0(
DELIVERY NOW OR LATER

IN ALBUMS AND SINGLE RECORDS

PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

A. H. TEMPLETON, Florist

(In Rear of Woodall's Office)

A & P's the Store Where You SAVE On

Monday and Tuesday
As Well As On FRIDAY and SATURDAY

IS
1859

YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT TILL THE WEEK END TO SAVE MONEY
AT A&P — SAME LOW PRICES EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!
SUPER-RIGHT

PURE

BEEF CHUCK
ROAST

PORK
SAUSAGE
I lb bag 39c

All Cuts, lb.

59c

PORK ROAST
SMOKED PICNICS
SLICED BACON
HAMS
OCEAN FISH

Picnic style

lb.

Sugar cured

lb.

All Good or Dawn

lb.

Ready to eat, Shank portion

lb.

Dressed Whitine

lb.

CHEESE FOOD

CHED-O-BIT

LARD

2 lb. I.iaI 87c

4 ,,,, carton99c

OLEOMARGARINE
CREAM CHEESE Wisconsin
VELVEETA
BUTTER
EGGS

GRAPE JELLY
TOMATO JUICE
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
FLOUR
SUGAR

Anne Page
Iona

CANDY BARS
Sc VARIETIES

6 FOR 25c

JANE PARKER

FUDGE ICED

FRUIT CAKE

DEVILS FOOD
BAR CAKE

3

$2.49

Lb. size
l, .: Lb. Size
Lb. Size

$1.25
3.95

phg

11) lot!

In Syrup

20-oz. cans

25c

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
PAPPAS BRAND

27c

No, V:: Can

21c X
21c CLOTHSPINS
3
1.15 SWEETOSE warn,
25 „.„ 1.49 QUAKER OATS tuIck or
10 lb. b., 91c IONA PORK & BEANS
-PERT

OR FOWLING

R I N S0

l,„.. pkg34c 2 „g ,,k,29c

Bath

1-Lb. CM.

lb. but

designed 1

3

and Rhy ti

38c

CTN.4incl. tax

Ivory Snow

29c

today from

$1.65

Camay
bar.;

Select a gi

Popular Brands

SOAP POBD1R

2

of Gown•-,
Slips and

regular, Won pioi

TOILET SOAP

size

We have

CIGARETTES

MARGARINE

27c

TIDE

phi

syrup

Grand flavored. You'll love the farm fresh
taste or Keyko as a special spread or on hot
dishes

SOAP POWDER

pi, C

Wallace Nu Shape

THRIFTY FOR TABI.E

7 oz. bag

31c
18c
20c
35c
1„, 27c

White Cake Mix

can

KEYKO

15c

No. 300 Can

lb

.

F.
:A(1149c

Jane Parker (Plain, sugared, eta

(White)

SOAP POWDER

34c

1

large juice lade„

PEACHES

M & M Candy

pkg

GRAPEFRUIT

CORN

Swifts Prem

Large

c

Borne Beauty, Western Box

Ctn. doz.

Crisp Coated Chocolate

47c

APPLES

dos

1-lb. roll

EASY TO USE HOT OR COLD

12-oz. Can

c

lb. bag

Sunnyfield Plain .

bag 19c
39c
2 L„, 25c
8 lb „,37c
stalk 25c

Lg. 150 size

IONA CALIFORNIA

2

, 15c
Plump

IONA CREAM STYLI

PEAS

Choice Quality

39c

Pound Bag
(2 Dozen 49c)

lb. loaf

sunn,brook Grade A med. .

27c

8

f

Wildmere fresh creamery

No. 303 Cans

ORANGES

1-lb. ctn.

Cheese Food

2

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

17c
29c DONUTS
15c
lb. 53c
POTATO BREAD
93c CINNAMON ROLLS
pk, 25c
66c POTATO CHIPS 6 oz. „„g 29c„Di pke 49c
71c MARVEL BREAD „„„.
18c

Sure Good.

SCHOOL DAY

SWEET FLORIDA

39c CRANBERRIES
45c TANGERINES
63
57
17c PASCAL CELERY „

FRESH PURE

Fine granulated

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.

Doro

keep

For Gifts that will be appreciated the year round

At The Churches
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Evening Service, 7 p.m.

, Decemb

tot young flowe
the circling ye

THAT KEEP ON GIVING

L14-ti4 et.„

L

American Farm Bureau leedei a
signed by President Truman.
Gigantic redwood trees,
Mks
Those provisions would great- tion to be held at Atlantic City tante of the
north-west,
ly reduce peke supports on oot- next month,
heights of 340 feet.
tun, wheat, corn and some other
crops from present levels.
Objections by farmers to the
new program are flowing into
the Agriculture department. Concern also has been expressed by
some members of Congress, particularly from the cotton South.
Likewise, some uneasiness about
the neav law was evident at a
recent convention of the National Grange at Portland, Me.
The matter is high on the program at the convention of the

GIFTS
RECORDS.RADIOS

ru

Gay sparkling

Thursda ,December 2, 19

34c

Large pike
SHALL PK G

fir

i

A & P Self Service

..

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCEfON. KENT
UCKY
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Letters To
Santa Claus

with relatives.
ltiiston
Hatler, student at The Leader Congratulatos Oliver, N. Jefferson street, on
For a Welsh ram dbit, add a cup
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Clintpn the birth of a son, Noverelber
Georgetown College, Georgetown,
of aided yellow cheese to a
26.
spent the 'holidays with his par- Swells, Route 3, on the birth
of He has been named Jerry An- cup of thin white sauce and seaents, the Rev. and Mrs. H. G. M. a•son, Ronald
Wayne, Novena- thony.
son with' dry mustard, celery
Hailer, W. Main street.
etionia, Ky.
• • •
Joel Dobbins, student at Uni- ber 24. *
salt and paprika; serve over
Dorothy Ann Davis
Nov, 28, 1848. versity of Indiana, Bloomi
'Mr. and Mrs. William Morgan, crackers or .toast.
ngton;
Phone 50
Dear Santa Claus:
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rufus Arlington,
spent the holidays with his in.
Va., on the birth of
Apples, stuffed . with vilsole
I want a ball, bat and glove, a ther, Mrs. Emery Dobbins, Mr. Cook, Route 1, on the birth
of
We Shall Keep __ _ loose a Visa& hereafter
..daughter.,-Loma_
No- ovastherry- -sauce and 'baked, are
and Mee. C. E. Oaddie antt Mr.
Parsley home after the cere- watch -and- aOrde -fife works.
daugh-ter, Donna Sue, Novem- vember
I
18. Mrs. Morgan is the delicious served with turkey
That will call beck your sweet mony.
King Johnson.
or
Attending were Mrs. Gra- would like to have a sled if
ber 18.
Mrs. F. T.
former Allie Butler, daughter other fowl.
and sudden laughter.
Choose small apples,
ham McCormick and Miss Lois you have enough. I want some eral days last Linton 'spent sev; the end of summer days
week in Lexingof Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Butler, covsr the
pan but baste occaMr. and M r s. Clyde Allen W. Main
Maude Butibank Harding Jean Dennis, of Lexington; Mis- candy and fruit. I guess that is ton at the bedside od her son,
we have loved best led us
street.
atonally during the baking.
Barney, who underwent an apses Nancy Fanmei and Patsy enough.
deep
pendec
tomy.
Yours truly,
Dalze:1; Mesdames Delmar
ere be no regret when we Reddick-Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Todd and
Shortt, Sam Jones and If. W.
Buddy Baker.
little daughter, of Hopkinsville,
parted,
The wedding of Miss Barbara Nichols
spent Thanksgiving Day with
; Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
er in the curve of thought Reddick and Mr.
Leslie Brown, Parsley and son, Jim, and
608 W. Locust her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilthe
keep
Jr., both of Lexington,.
liam
Pickering, Locust street.
took Rev. Tom W. Collins.
Princeton, Ky.
young flowers that place Friday
Mr. and Mrs. George Scranafternoon, Nov. 26,
Nov.
30, 1948 ton, Dearborn, Mich., spent the
the circling year;
at the home of the bridegr
Dear Santa;
Thanksgiving holidays with the
oom's B&PW
music shccking secret sister, Mrs.
Club Will
J. R. Parsley, Jr.,
I am 4 years old and Odeta, latter's mother, Mrs. Hugh A.
. awake
Franklin street, at 4 o'clock, Have Xmas Party
my little sister, is 18 months. Goodwin.
>ound of waves in quick with the Rev.
Superintendent and Mrs. C. T.
The B&PW Club will have its Will you please 'bring
Tom W. Collins
her a big Pollard and sons, Stephen and
driving rhythm;
officiating.
Christmas party and dinner doll so I can help her
dress it. John, were the guests over the
dark beneath the falling
The bride wore a blue dress meeting Monday night at the Bring me a train
and a track if Thanksgiving holidays of Mr.
that make
with matching accessories, and Princeton Country Club at 6:30 you have one left.
Pollard's mother, Mrs. B. F.
hollows fertile where an orchid.
otlock, it is announced. MemPollard, Harrod.sIburg.
Dont' forget Curry.
ge jeweled seeds
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde M. HowMiss Lois Jean Dennis, cousin bers of the Paducah Club will
Thank you,
ard, Akron, 0.; Mr. and Mrs. L.
rst to blades of green- of the brideg
room and maid of be guests.
Sidney Lee Ladd
R.
Willingham, Fulton, and
memories.
honor, wore a black dress ,and
given at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Kirk and
language, feather-light, corsage of red
roses. Mr. Jimmy Birthday Party
Bob Kirk, of
learning profits,
Mr. and Mrs. Rdbert Catlett, were guests of Bowling Green,
Clayton served as best man
Mr. and Mrs. J.
A party in honor of the fifth Hopkins
all-earth to
ville street, November L. Groom, N. Harrison street,
during the holidays.
24.
Refreshments were ice cream to Mrs. E. B. Lindsay returned
her home
and cookies and favors were after a visit in Elkton Tuesday
to her daughter,
small pink and white baskets of Mrs. Gracean M. Pedley, and
puts and candies. A cake with family, Locust street.
Miss Nancy Groom, student at
candles centered the dining table.
WSTC, spent the Thanksg
Guests
were Barry Tracy, holidays with her parents,iving
Mr.
Mitchie Rowland, Beverly Ann and Mrs. J. L. Groom.
Mr. John Burkholder, CampDunn, Rosie Mitchell, Jimmie
Jenkins, Marilyn Adams, Bobby bellsville, and Mr. Harry Daniels, of Arcadia, Calif., were reBishop, Jimmie Adams, Larry cent guests
of their sister, Mrs.
Martin, Marilyn Steger, Glenda Major Ladd, who accompanied
Sue Morgan, Sam Joiner Steger, them on their return trip to
Buster Litchfield, Hoy Cook Campbellsville, where they were
joined by
Blackburn, Tony Catlett, Betty lie Miller, their sister, Mrs. Lilof New Lebanon, 0.,
Litchfield, Jimmie, Gary and at the Burkholder home. J. W.
Burkholder, Jr.. son of Mr. and
Jonathan Catlett.
Mrs. Burkholder, was also pressent. Mrs. Ladd had not seen her
brothers for several years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Butler,
W. Main street, left Monday for
Arlington, Va., where
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby visiting their daughtethey are
r, Mrs.
attended the Army-Navy foot- William Morgan,
ball game at Pittsburg, Pa., and their infant Mr. Morgan,
daughter, LorThanksgiving Day. They were na Jean. Mrs. Morgan
is the
met there by their sons, Charles former Allie Butler.
Alvin, of New York City, and
Midshipman James W. Lisarsby,
Renoir, one of the great French
of Annapolis, Md. Mrs. Lisanby
accompanied Charles Alvin on painters, was the son of a tailor
his return to New York City and was apprenticed to a porce
for a visit, while Mr. Used*
returned home last week-end.
Miss Roberta Buckler, Louisville, visited the Ursaline Sisters
of St. Paul's School here last
week-end and was a guest in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Nichols, N. Harrison street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. (Gus) Wilson and children, Marian and
Gus, Jr., of Benton, fll., spent
Sunday with friends and relatives here.
Ray Woodruff, student at
Give Her The HOSE She Likes
WSTC, Bowling Green, spent
last week-end with his parents,
5 New Shades. . . Gift Folder
"REST-DRESSED
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Woodr
WOMAN.
'Mrs. Tibbea
and Wrapping FREE!
Jefferson street.
is the charm ng wife
Mr. and Mrs. James G, Rat-,
‘
of thefamous Afierapoli.
lift and children, of Loultvi
,n opera star
ll
spent last week-end with he
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland. Mrs. Rowland accompansaid MRS. LAWRENCE TIRBETT
ied them home Sunday for a
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Corbin,
when she saw the beautiful'
Evansville, Ind., spent the holidays With her mother, Mrs.
new ELGINS and learned of
George Davis, Franklin street.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
F.
T.
Linton
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
have returned from Lexington
their DuraPower Mainspring
where they visited their son,
Barney, who underwent an appendectomy at Good Samaritan
Hospital last week.
Miss Virginia Bowie Satterfield, student at UK, Lexington,
spent last week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Morgan Avenue.
Charles Glenn left Wednesday to attend a horse show in
Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. E Y. B. Foster,
Noon Mauve at Night...
Central City, spent Thanksgiving Day with her parents, Mr.
ELIMINATES 99% OF ALL
and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Sr.,
REPAIRS DUE TO STEEL
Madisonville street.
MAINSPRING FAILURES!
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jennings, Frankfort. spent Thanksgiving Day with their daughter,
Mrs. Jack Granstaff, Mr. Granstaff, and other relatives here.
Mrs. Ted Hightower and son,
Ted, Jr., Paducah, joined the
Rev. Mr. Hightower here Sunday for Union Thanksgiving services at the First Christian
Church.
Miss Jo Ann Watson, student
at Georgetown Ccdlege, Georgetown, spent the Thanksgiving
holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Watson, Route 6.
Mr. and Mts. Paul Majors and
children. Cincinnati, 0., spent
the holidays with his mother,
Mrs. W. E. Majors and sister,
Mrs. Ethel French, and family,
Highland Avenue.
Donald Granstaff, student at
WSTC, Bowling Green, spent the
holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. L Granstaff.
We have a complete line
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Russell and
little son, Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
of Gowns, Robes, Panties
spent the holidays with their
Slips and Bed Jackets
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Russell and Mr. and Mrs. Benson
designed by Barbizon
Parrent.
toady Nem. JP ivir4s 04Logy Mix. /9 Jam's, adLai Elgin. 21 jowls, adMr. and Mrs. Prentiss Beatty,
lurd 19gin. 21 harsh, NIJana. DaraPowees Nab,
justed. DeraPoseer Mainjusted. DuraPoseer Meinand Rhythm—
Greenfield, Tenn., spent Thanksawed Dere Power Main* spring. 14K natural geld * spring. 14K n aaaaaI geld * sfiring. 14K natural geld , j.
g. 14K natural geld
giving Day with Mr. and Mrs.
mats. If h assrassI crystal.
.0ed rota. fbi cryssaL
lapped ease. Unique crystal
MN& H... imodstme
R. A. Mabry and family, Locust
Jaitegy. 211.501
filled isracsits.
271.501
/135.001
soap.
I71.20t
treet.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Powell and
daughter, Dana Ruth, Paducah,
Select a gift for "HER"
spent Thanksgiving Day with
The inside story that so impressed Mrs. Tibbett
her mother, Mist. Blanche Hobshould also impress the one you wish to surprise
today from this collection
good, and Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
with an Elgin this Ouistmas. For Elgin's DoraMabry.
Power Mainspring is truly a great advance in watchJack Win-stead, student at
making. See these beautiful new Elgin* that have
WSTC, Bawling Green, spent the
holidays with his parents, Mr.
won the admiration of America's style leaders. We
and Mrs. Carl Winstead, N. Harhave them in a wide range of prices and styles.
TIMED TO TH 1 STARS!
rison street.
Miss Anna French, student at
•Maas d -11alie
MIAMI mailbe
MSTC, Murray, spent the holiday with her mother, Mrs. Ethel
French, Highland Avenue.
Rev. David Schulherr spent
Thanksgiving Day in St. Louis
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I. A. Schulherr, and family.
Miss Lou Nell Russell, student
at wserc, Bowling Green, spent
the holidays with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Russell, Marion Road.
Mrs. David SchUlherr and children. David and Susie, returned
Monday from Scanooae, Ore.
where they spent IWO month;

Pots and Lamps in Copper and Brass,
Pottery and Glass, all planted with
healthy growing plants ...

, Florist

Christmas Greens, Trees,
Door Pieces . . . Ready
Dec. 12th

A. H. Templeton, Florist

LDEN RIFF

N ANAS
oier Quality

b 15c
1-1b. bag a
Sot

2
8

Lbs
lb. bag
stalk

31t
25(
31c
25c

D(.r, ICED

ILS FOOD
R CAKE

49c
ed,

llt
1St
25t
49t
, 18t

) Pkg

loaf
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lb 10i

NBERRY
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Bitom
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•
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r. 43-

3

for

31
18(
20(
35(

30 Denier . . $1.35
15 Denier . . $1.95

Princeton Shoe Co.

.a

Denham's Jewelry Store
Phone 7
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Good Pasture Aids
Substation Herd
inn
Run
rti
Goll
co
Lindh

cky
ater
ock
a
quid
binc•

II

The dairy herd at the Western Kentucky Experiment Substation, Princeton, had the highest production a cow and the
knvest feed cost (pound of butterfat produced, in September,
of any of the Dairy Herd Improvements 'Associations in Kentucky.
According to th e September

ACHE
BACK
Witt* eoinforting help for Backache.
strong
Iliteuniatio
Pie

Paine Getting Up Nights.

urine, Irallating passages. Leg Paine,
elected, ender
eyes, and swollen ankles, due
ic Sidney and
and non-systemQuick,
be son-argaint
complete
try Cysts's.
Madder troubles,
satisfaction or money back guaranteed Ask
today.
uist for Cyteas
your drge

Ky. Farm News

Issue of "Dairy herd Improvement Association News", this
substation herd of 23 purebred
Jerseys, including three dry
cows, produced 654 pounds of
milk and 35.1 pounds of 'butterfat a cow during-the month. The
average production of all associations in the state was 568
pounds of milk and 23.5 pounds
of butterfat a cow.
The high production of the
substation herd was atcompanied with the lowest feed cost
a pound of butterfat produced.
The cost of feed required to
produce a pound of butterfat
was 23 cents in this herd compared with an average cost of
39 cents for all associations. This
low feed cost was attained by
having an abundance of good
pasture

FARM MACHINERY
AVAILABLE

vein
loose,
and
w, tar
nom&
you

RUNAWAY CAB SMASHED INTO BATHROOM—The bathroom
at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Swanson in Los Angeles had an unexpected visitor (Nov. 26) when this taxicab crashed into it. The
driver reported the cab stalled at the top of a hill. He got out to
push and it rolled over an embankment, skidding 300 feet into the
house. His passenger, Marie Johnson, 18, suffered a possible brain
concussion. (AP Wirephoto)

EO
ghs,1

Your friends are so often remembered only
by your heartwarming Christmas greeting. For
these especially send the finest ... a quality
Gibson card from our complete selection,

HOWARD I. HAPPY CO.
Incorporated

Hopkinsville

DRIVE IN TODAY FOR YOUR

FORD
ANTI-FREEZE
PERMANENT TYPE

REGULAR TYPE

$3.50 gal.

$1.35 gal.

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 100
Princeton, Kentucky
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MAKE YOUR
COZY, PROTECTIVE
AND TIGHT
AND FROM POP WINTER

1948

Snow is not frozen way,
Johnson county produced more
than 150 bushels of corn to the water vapor that crystallii,
rectly into Ice.
acre.
By growing about 12,000 stalks
of hybrid corn to the acre and
using cover crops and fertilizer,
Walter Nicely of Leslie county
to
'increased his yield from
100 bushels an acre.
Arnold

minty sold a litter of 10 O.I.C.
pigs that weighed 2,040 pounds
when they were two days less
than five months old.
Franklin Wolfe of Campbell
county 'installed drinking foun$900.
barn, the waLigon Truck line
In Ballard county, 350 acres tains in his dairy
"*Gir
-1.8
being
.
1n1PP*
.
contact
of river-bottom - Corn,- sprayed ter
about
steel
contains
Stainless
built to provide a natural flow.
JAMES D. 1441 ._ ,SHBURN
with 2,4-1) from alrplanei, were
nese 893
corn derby entratats in 13 percent chromium.
B-raseees, Ky
Three
.almost entirely free of weeds.
Fourteen 4-H club members'
in Breathitt county who corn-,
pleted the hybrid corn growing
contest had an average yield of
88.8 bushels to the acre.
Peggy Ann Scott, 11-year-old
4-H club member in Pike county, won 15 blue ribbons in canning and clothing at state and
county fairs and Robinson Harvest Festival.
On corn demonstration plots
run by Dick Hiestand of Taylor
county, the use ,pt 2,4-D Increased corn yields by 16 bushels an acre.
W. N. Scoville of Laurel coun2 tons
/
ty harvested more than 41
of alfalfa an acre from a sevenacre field treated in 1947 with
lime and phosphate.
A 4-H club member, Ranny
Stith, is the Breckinridge county corn derby winner, with a
William Crofton, Hopkins
county 4-lfer, sold over $1,300
worth of 'strawberries from one
acre, with a profit of more than

1ft

e
y it q
are to

yield of 144 bushels an acre.
Willie English of Cfaldwall

Thursday, Docemb•r 2,

Septic Tank Circular

Pleasant Grove
By Miss Nola Wilson
On Nov. 21 officers and teachers for Sunday School were
elected and releceted for the
Coming year. Attendance was

To help the hundreds of.farmers who plan to modernize their
homes, the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, has issued
circular 431, dealing with the
construction of septic tanks for
sewage disposal. Every farmhouse with modern plumbing and
running water should have a
'septic tank. It is the simplest
method for sewage disposal
where there is no public sewer
system. Ask a county or home
agent for the circular, "Septic
Tanks for Dwellings".

47, Those elected were Mr. Harold tePool, superintendent; Mr.
Leslie Ladd, assistant superintendent; Mr, Andrew Merrick,
seeretary and treasurer; Mr.
Orman Jewell, adult teacher;
Mr. Ralph Ha il e, assistant
adult teacher; Mr. Jonathan
McCormick, young peoples'
teacher; Mrs. Harold l'ePool,
young peoples' assistant teaWilson, junSnow contains so much air
cher; Miss No
ior teacher; Mrs. Ralph Haile, that animals hibernate beneath
assistant junior teacher; Mrs. it and men have been buried in
Press Lilly, card teacher; Mrs. drifts for two full days and lived.
Otho Morris, assistant, and Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Ladd spent ThanksJames Farris, assistant secretary
giving with Mrs. Otho Storms.
and treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smiley have
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Lewis and
recently had as their visitors
children of Princeton and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Long and
and Mrs. Walter Overbey of
Mrs. Mattie Smiley,
children,
Hopkinsville spent Thanksgiving
and Mrs. James Robert
Mr.
with Mr. and Mrs. C. R. OverWhite.
bey.
Mrs. Zora Wilson is visiting
As usual the end of the year
her brother, Mr. Dewey Lindsey,
wish
we
moves
and
bring;s many
and family at Valparaiso, Ind.
them all success in the new
The Sunibeam Band met Frihomes.
day, Nov. 26, with their leader,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Kirby and
Mrs. Leslie Ladd, for their secson have moved from Nola WilMission Study class. Those
ond
communison's to the Bainbridge
attending were May Belle and
ty; 1111- and Mrs. Waylon Rogers
Nell Burgess, Mary Barbara
have moved to Nola's. Mr. and
P'Pool, Hattie Herndon, Irene
Mrs. James Wilson have moved
and Glenda Ann Rogers, Beckie
to Mrs. Alice Haile's; Mrs. Alice
Bettie Herndon, Linda and
Ladd has moved to her farm and
Fuller, and Royce and
Wanda
which was occupied by Mr. WilLadd. Visitors were Mrs.
Billie
son. Mr, and Mrs. Carl Rogers
Willie Herndon and son, Rodhave moved to their farm which
and Mrs. Denzil Fuller and
was occupied by Mrs. Alice ney,
Gary. A pot luck lunch was
son,
Ladd. Mr. and Mrs. Norman
served and greatly enjoyed.
Cartwright have moved to their
farm which was occupied by
A salad children enjoy is made
Carl Rogers.
from banana halves sprinkled
Mr. R. B. Cook, our former with chopped roasted peanuts.
mail carrier, has moved to Ceru- Arrange the bananas on salad
lean Quarry. Mr. Atwood is our greens and sprinkle with a litmail carrier. We hope he gives tle mild dressing if desired.
as satisfactory service as Mr.
Cook did.
Mrs. Alice Ladd and M r s.
Loyd Oden recently entertained
with a miscellaneous shower in
honor of Mrs. Glendall Tosh, a
recent bride. Many useful and
Yop can't get it by wire
beautiful presents were received.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers After your home's on fire.
called at Mr. Claud Rogers Sunday afternoon.
Get It Here
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Croft
with
spent
Sunday
and children
Where the Golden Rule
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Hensley
and family.
Applies.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd visited Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Overbey Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers
and Mrs. 0. C. Pollard have recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Oden at Princeton.
Ins. Agency
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and
sons have recently visited Mr.
and Mrs. William Robinson, at
Phone 64
Princeton.
Mrs. Claud Storms'and children
117 W Main St
have recently visited Mrs. WayTrisseton, Ky.
Ion Rogers.

Insurance.

For Sale!
73 Acre Land, House, Barn,
Plenty Water for

stock

and

home. Buildings in good condition.
Located 3I.,4 mi. from Princeton on Dawson Highway.

ERBY CRUCE

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with It. hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking —it. risk of exposure and infs.lion—thrown heavy .train on the work
of the kidney.. 'They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter exams acid
and other impuritiee from the life-giving
blood.
You may gruffer nagging backache,
headache dizziness, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling— feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder diworder are sometimes burning, ecanty or too frequent

J.I.Case ModelS Tractor,Plow and
Disc
J.I. Case Vac Tractor, Plow, Disc
and Cultivator
J.I.Case NCM Pick-up Hay!Mier
J.I.Case Disc Harrows,6-ft.
J. I. Case Hammermill,10-in.,
J.I.Case Tractor Mowers
J.I.Case A-6 Combine Motor
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Chris
For H
China
Glassware
Silverwar:
Toaster
Elect
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For H
Rifle
Flash Light
Carving S:
Fishing
Elect
Al

We Can Give Immediate Delivery On The Above
Items.

F.
Tricycles, Bi
GIFT

Eldr

ariaation.

Try Doan'. Pins. Doon's help the
kidney, to pass off harmful escese body
waste. They h••• had more than ball•
century of public approval. Are meow,
mended iy grateful users •verywhers.
AM your neighbor!

E. Market St.

Phone 242
h
th

DOAN'S PILLS

You Had Better Read This!

lV

If You Have a Septic Tank, Grease Trap
or Tree Roots In Sewer Line!
THE NEW, EASY, INEXPENSIVE WAY TO CLEAN THEM IS WITH
Septic Tanks
& Sewer Line

Kleener

C. A. Woodall

CELOTEX ROCK WOOL BAITS
Full Thickness resident block wool batts.
Box 35 sq. ft. only ... $2.63
FIRE BRICK
Full 9" size, ea. 12

GRATE !BACKS
$1.75 up
GRATE BASKETS
Straight or Curved $3.00 up
CALKING COMPOUND
Tube, only 60c

Nu-Way
WEATHERSTRIPPING
20 ft. Roll $1.00

30"16' with combination sash and screen
White Pine .. . 011150

Stock

WANTED

TERRA COTTA
Flu Timbers 60c up

STORM DOORS
I

Dad

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 896

••••••••mm.• ••••••••.....

•••••I
III11111.11,

Guaranteed To Work To Your Satisfaction!
No More Expensive, Messy Digging Up Tanks, Sewer
And Traps

Restores Bacterial Action In Dead
Septic Tanks

For
thi
To
zip
for
so

1st
Pe
Site

FOR QUICK SERVICE CALL
be
'

B. N. LUSBY
PLUMBING - HEATING

Ip........11.mm•••=0011•••••..ega+oren

her a coat
complete Ii

rsday, December 2, 1949
perts, however, had
a SlIggt.
tion or two to make
concerning
use of the soil-ibuildi
ng agents.
Fewer grades of
fertilizer
than are now offered
would
Meek the...nessia-44-Kierdneky og- --Igton and riculture, they believe.
Qrtilizer apparently has
Most of these needs, they
• the-we4enword of-Ken- said,----oan be
-nit -wits is-a-e,
8-8-8, 4-12-8, 5-10-10, 3-12-12,
cd 404,811 tons of and. 0-14-7,. or
0-12-12 supple••ial fertilizers was sold. mented ivith straight
fertilizer.acky in 1947.
ammonium nitrate, nitrate o
, epresented an increase soda, ammonium
sulfate, or cy,roximately 25 percent anamid to
furnish nitrogen; sutonnage sold in 1946, perphosphate
to furnish phosmg to an announcement phoric acid, and
muriate an
today by officials of the sulfate at potash to furnish
potand fertilizer department ash.
Kentucky Agricultural
H cyanamid is used, the manent Station.
ufacturer's directions should b
addition, 36,515 tons of 20 followed closely,
the statioil
superphosphate, or its warned.
rit, were distributed in
"Although 2-12-E is 20 percent
Slate under the contract plant food, it is doubtful wheof the Production and Mar- ther
2 percent nitrogen
i:
- Administration.
enough to be of much benefit i
station's fertilizer ex- many cases", the
report said.
-
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ALL-SOUTHEASTERN-1948
NUNSINGLTI-BACH
FLORIDA

Livestock Market

Milk Cows, per hd. 78.00 127.00
Sales on the Princeton Live- No. 1 Veal'
33.00
stock Market Monday were fully No. 2 Verdi
32.25
$1 higher than last Week, it was Throwouts _
.12.25_27.50 _
r'poireyBThd Lacy, mina: 710OS-ger:
200-240 __ r __
23.00
872
22.00
Good Quality Fat
285 & up __
21.00
Steers
$25.00 28.00 120-155
22.00
Mile:Mum
Qual,ity
160-195
22.00
Butcher Cattle _
21.00 26.00 Roughs, 450 and
Grain on Grass
under
20.25
Steers
24.00 27.00 Roughs, over 450
19.00
Baby Beeves
22.00 27.00
Fat Cows
17.00 20.00
Americans own 75 percent of
Canners and Cutters 13.00 17.00 the world's automobiles.
Bulls
17.50 20.00
On the eve of World War II,
Stock Cattle
20.00 25.00 automobile registrations totaled,
Feeder Cattle
21.00 25.00 32,500,000 in the United States.
kertallotirisvicrteroartertarsarearPsossavoqacosewwwwwseroars

Mc WILLIAMS-RACK
MISS. STATE.

1

RAUCH -BACK
GEORGIA

POOLE -END
MISSISSIPPI

PRICE-BA
TULANt

Cold Rush!

hristmas Gifts
For HER

SEE OUR

hina

Glassware
Silverware
Toaster and Waffle Iron
Electric Percolator
Zenith Washing Machine
Pressure Cookers
Electric Mixer
Xmas Candles
ifle
Flash Light
Carving Set

Fishing Tackle
Electric Corn Popper
Alarm Clock
Thermos Bottle
Ice Crusher
Hunting Coat

For The Children
Birycles, Wagons and Scooters

Books and Fireworks
GIFTS FOR ALL THE FAMILY
at

whatever
the weather...

MAGNIFICENT
CLARK -CENTER
VANDERBILT

CRAWFORD-GUARD
MISSiSSilswt

MESEROLL-114CKLE
TENNESSEE

STOCK OF

Paul Lea of Tulane, and Norman
Meseroll of Tennessee. Bill Healy
of Georgia Tech, and Jimmy
Crawford of Mississippi are the
guards. At center is John Clark
of Vanderbilt. The backs are

Johnny Rauch of Georgia, Eddie
Price of Tulane, Tom McWilliams of Mississippi State, and
Charles Hunsinger of Florida.
(AP Photos),

TOP COATS AND

was allocated by the Chinese
government to the military.
China's former finance minister,
Wang Yun-wu has estimated it
would take at least $500,000,000
a year for four or five years to
bring victory to Chiang KaiBy Hamilton Faron and
must show an increased inclishek's troops.
Robert E. Geiger
nation to help herself. In the
Roger Lapham, Economic CoWashington - One elemental full sense this
would mean she operation Administrator for
question keeps popping up in would have to place her house China, is more cautious but says
Washington discussions of the in order economically by adopt- much more money than has been
Chinese crisis. It is:
ing better business methods in voted is needed for China. So,
What will it cost the United government, balance her bud- in view of these estimates, to
States to stop the spread of get and stop civil war.
prevent Communism from
Communism in China?
The Nationalist government sweeping China might cost upAnd this raises a second ele- can't do all of this, of course, wards of $2,500,000,000 plus posmental question:
with a Communist war raging. sible American participation. in
What will it cost us if we do Amer ic an officials probably the war.
not stop the Communists?
would be satisfied if she disWhat do we lose if we let
One reason that no definite played more solidarity and a China go? In dollars, American
answers can be given is this:
greater will to fight the Com- investments in China are relaId the Chinese are in the mood munists. Senator Wiley (R-Wis) tively small. Officials estimate
to embrace Communism, T.vho and others who have kept close they may total only around
can say what it would cast us watch on t h e China situation $200,000,000.
-in dollars and possibly lives say it would take much more
But Senator Bridges (R-N.H.),
-to swing them over to our aid than we have been giving who proposed a special session
viewpoint? One great difficul- to stop Communism. But Sena- of Congress to deal with the
ty is that for years the Chinese tor Wiley adds that many peo- China situation, says it takes
have been a divided nation. ple do not realize full-scale no great student of China and
There has been mixth civil strife, American aid
the National- world politics to realize what
violent internal
politics and ist government might
mean the loss of China means politicorruption.
"eventual U. S. military parti- cally to the United States and
'Many important people - cipation in the China conflict." other deirkeracies.
among thorn President Truman
Congress voted $250,000,000 for
"Communist forces now spread
and Rep. Bloom (D-NY), who China's economic recovery last over all of North China are no
is expected to head the 81st spring and'$125,000,000 for what- simple group of indignant patCongress House Foreign Affairs ever use the Nationalist govern- riots", he says. 'They are part
Committee-are saying China ment desired. This $125,000,000 and parcel cd the Moscow-con-

trolled legions ad world relolution".
H we lose China we have lost
our main bulwark against Communism in the Orient. Then
what of Japan?

Here is the 1948 All-Southeastern Conference football team
chosen ,for the Associated Press
by sports writers and coaches. It
is composed of two players from
Georgia Tech, two from Mississip-

pi, two from Tulane, and one each
from Florida, Georgia, Mississippi State, Tennessee, and Vanderbilt. The ends are Barney Poole
of Mississippi, and George fordnax of Georgia Tech. At tackle are

What It Means:

Stopping The Chinese
Communists

SUITS...
Gifts For The Man -

-:- Jackets
-:- Sweaters

A cubic mile of seawater contains about 4,500,000 tons of
magnesium.

-:- Mufflers
-:- Gloves

"I'll Do It
Tomorrow"

-:- Shirts
-:- Ties

How often you say that, but
if your borne burns tonight,
will you have adequate protection?

Tomorrow
May Be Too Late!
See us today about your
Insurance

-:- Belts
-:- Suspenders
Socks
Styto-Mort Topcoats
and Ore:coots ... America's

-:- Handkerchiefs

greatest clothing valve.
Smart styles...latest patterns

Busch Cummins,
Ins.
106 East Court Square
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 248

...finest end
molt popular fabrics.
Come in and look
them over.

WOOD BROS.
"DAD 'N LAD STORE"

..ossesoesstartaftsrssesesnemarratcwcaPserosscassessesarosessroarsarsIlk

Iwo Servants in One!
WITH
a n ks

Homemade Breads
And Rolls - - -

Line

ner

For all seasons, you'll choose
this Printzess classic ZipTopper coat. The removable
Lip-in lining makes it perfect
for all kinds of weather. It's
so smartly styled, too. The
latest in Printzess tailored
perfection.
Excliaive with as.
Sizes 8-46

her a coat for Christmas . . . We have a
complete line of gifts . . . Make your
Selection Early!

Sula and Eliza Nall

REFRIGERATOR-HOME
FREEZER COMBINATION

For Your Catering Needs, Visit Our Place For Fine
Cooking... Fresh From Our Ovens To You - - XMAS FRUIT BREAD
CHERRY ROLLS FOR XMAS BREAKFAST
SUGAR PLUM LOAF
PEPPERMINT CANDIES
SALADS BY THE POUND
RIBBON COOKIES
HOME BAKED FRUITCAKES

1. Upper Compartment ... a home hooter.
Holds 53 lbs at sero
2. Lower Compartment ... for fresh food.
Never needs defrosting . . no need to sower
dishes .. space equal to that in ordinary 8-es.ft models.
Here's the most advanced of
today's refrigerators.
Come in and see di

We are prepared to cook your Christmas Hams, Turkeys, Chickens, etc.

THE SWALLOW

SEVERAL AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS

"PRINCETON'S ONLY DELICATESSEN"
506 W. Green St.

Phone 801-W

"Let us cater your X11111IS parties or prepare your table center pieces for
Buffet Service or Dinner"

-04"rotAkniimeisoov...14.1•00.

ver....01044wwook orrsese-

.40/011.4104
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and Elijah Lamb. Visitors were
\ie,Alanies Chester Cravens, EdOliver, and Misses Wilma
Cobb
Kaye Cravens, Ann
Vandiver,
Homemakers met NoL. W. Guess, Crider, and Mrs.
Bonnie Holloway.
and
Morris
at
the
home
vember 23
of Mrs.
Ina Butler.
will be held
The
next
meeting
Rudolph Morris, with 15 memSeveral from here attended
at The...home sl Mrs.
bers present.
funeral services for Mr. Will
ere December 21 at 1 o'clock.
Mrs. Jerry Holloway, presiBaker in Princeton Wednesday
ree.,
-dent- varied t6,
afternoon. Mr. • Baker- died at
der, by read
••I A
the Jennie Stuart hospital in
Good manners was the theme
Christmas party to be held
Hopkinsville Tuesday.
of the Quinn 4-11 program MonDec.
28,
at
the
Tuesday
night,
Prof. and Mrs. Guy Cunningday afternoon, Nov. 22. A short
home of Mesdames Etta Taylor
ham and daughter, Suzanne, Deplay on table manners was preJerry
Holloway,
was
planand
catur, Ill., spent the holidays
sented by the group.
ned
during
the
business
session.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The president, Harley Lowery,
Mrs. Percy Piercy gave the
Smith Lowery.
called the meeting to order.
on
minor
lesson
legal
affairs,
Mr. Clifford Applegate, of
menthers answered rolland Mrs. Otis Smiley gave the Twelve
Murray, was the guest during
There were six visitors,
call.
landscaping lessen. The major
the holidays in the home of
Wilma Vandiver and the
lesson was given by home fur- Miss
Mrs. Aniline Fuller. leaders, Mrs. Crenshaw, and
leaders.
nishings
h ad
Mrs. Florence Parr
Hopkins, were present. The
Mrs. Cline Murphy gave the Mrs.
Thanksgiving dinner with her
vice-president, Junior Massey,
thought
for
the
month
and
also
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Cochpledge. Ella Mae
had charge of the recreation led the 4-H
JOHN H. GIVEN
ran, and Mr. Cochran in Marion.
Massey led the group in singing
Kenperiod.
throughout
Communities
•
Mrs. Helen Miller, Dawson
Song.
tucky soon will benefit from a proMembers present were Mes- The Plowing
Springs, and Mrs. Chester Pat- gram of research and education to
The next meeting will be Dedames
Etta
Taylor,
Clyde
Wood,
ton and children were guests of be conducted by a new University
o'clock.
John Dunn, Rudolph Morris, cember 20, at 1:30
their mother, Mrs. Ruth Dun- of Kentucky Bureau of Community
Service under the field direction of One Bryant, Guy Lewellen,
ning, for Thanksgiving.
John H. Given. The U. K. sociolo- Herman White, Dallas Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gillihan gist will visit local communities to
Bob McCalister, Earl Wood,
The Otter Pond Homemakers
spent Sunday with relatives in advise on problems of community
betterment and provide technical Percy Piercy, Cline Murphy, met Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 1:30
Gilbertsville.
aid to official and private agencies. Jerry Hollkoway, Otis Smiley o'clock in the home of Mrs. KelRev. and Mrs. Harlan Thomas The bureau on the University camof
guests
were
and little son
pus will serve as a clearing house
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale for for information pertaining to comdevelopment and the exmunity
Thanksgiving dinner.
periences of other communities.
Dinner guests of Mrs. W. B.
Conway and family Thanksgiv- church Thursday night. Those
ing were: Mrs. Mattie Rice, Mr. present were: Jane Belt, Marceland Mrs. Clifford White, Mr. la Holloman, Joan York, Mary
and Mrs. George Milroy, Mr. and
Lopise Canada, Thelma Mae
Mrs. Bill Smith and children.
Members of the Westminster Canada, James York, John Cox,
Fellowship enjoyed a popcorn Barber Holloman, Norris NorBut only since I got
party in the Sunday School man, George Brooks and Mrs.
rooms of the First Presbyterian Ivan H. Bennett.

Homemakers

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and
son, Dick, spent Friday in Paducah shopping.
—Mr. and-Mrs. John-Perkins,
Detroit, spent the holidays with
heAth.r,.Dave Perkins, Mr&
Perkins and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Traylor and children, Ann, Ada and
John, Lincoln Park, Mich., sti.,ent
the nolidays here with Mr. and
Mrs. D. O. Boaz and Mr. ahd
Mrs. David Perkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cartwright, Evansville, visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam
Wigginton, during the holidays.
Miss Carol B. Quertormous,
Murray, is visiting her father, J.
B. Quertermous.
Mrs. Isabelle Yanclell and son,
Bruce, London, spent the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., and daughter, Sandra, spent the holidays in Chicago, where they visited friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Butts and
daughter spent several days
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Butts.
Mrs. Lemma Cruce and Mr.
Willard C. Cardin, Clarksville,
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
spent Thanksgiving Day with
their son, Billy Sam, at Columbia Military Academy, Columbia, Tenn. .
Miss Hazel Fuller and Mr.
Ray Cannon, Nashville, spent the
holidays with her mother, Mrs.
Ambie Fuller.
Miss Helen Wigginton, Detroit.
visited her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Ray Wigginton, during the
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Cliff
have moved from Eddyville to
their farm, near Flatrock, known
as the Jake Clift farm. Rev. Donald Deane, pastor of
the First PreSbyterian church,
left Thursday via plane from
Evansville, to have Thanksgiving dinner with his parents in
St. Louis.
Miss Doris Butts submitted to
a tonsilectomy at Jennie Stuart
hospital, Hopkinsville, Friday.
She is recuperating at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Reed Brown.
Mr. D. E. Morgan has sold his
home here to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stone of near Kuttawa. Mr.
and Mrs. Stone will move here
in the near future to make their
home.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Walker Thanksgiving Day
were: Rev. and Mrs. James Walker and children, Belvidere, Ill.,
Mrs. Isobelle Yandell and son,
Bruce. London, Mr. and Mrs.

Otter Pond Homemakers

Coy Jr., Jimmie Mitchell,
The
I
ly Martin, with Mrs. qeorg
I.,, n,'
Mrs. Guy Ford
ering,"
Wadlington, Lee
Martin, Jr., as co-hostess.
Shoulders.
Lawrence Sims, Jr.,
The meeting was called to
Cla
The thought for the day, "Take
chairSims,
order by Mrs. L. B.,
Time," was given by Mrs. Col- Connell, Lucille Poole,
man, by singing "The Lord's lin Ladd, recreational leader, Martin, Collin Ladd, J. A.
observed Who gave the devotional and J. S.' Barry,
Prayer". "How' I
Thomas
Thanksgiving When a Child", conducted games. The club was Claude
jj
, troi T'51ks 7.4.-u-Y-T. Shoulders
was answered lEF2T-ifieitiBers:and
Greetings of welcome were ex- at Home". Refreshments were Hartigan, and
Misses _
-J.
A
by
the
eo-hoeteas
and
-Mre-.
--visitersr
tended to
Pergusen, •
Smith and Mrs. J.• S. Barry, hostess. Those present were Mes- Mashburn, Dereeee
Mi
elela
, 1,GEeug
oregnee P
maarrkte
inr: Bobby Martin,
Jiim
tchN
daimesm
both of Central City, by Mrs. j
Kay Sims
Geo. Martin, Jr., who also preRichard Sims.
sented two new members, Mrs.
Lucille Davis Poole arri Irene
Mashburn.
Mrs. L. B. Sims, Jr., gave the
minor lesson, Legal Affairs. The
1(1 WANTED
GIFTS
club was told that members
AND CO
condeeds,
wills,
study
will
tracts and life insurance this
year. Mrs. Sims also said that
it's up to the ladies to accumulate as much financial wisdom
as they can tuck under their
new permanents, the the women control 70 to 80 percent of
the nation's wealth, 50 percent
of stock in large corporations,
57 percent of savings bank deposits, and. 42 percent of all Income Tax Returns, and that they
do 85 percent of the buying for
the home and family.

CHRISTMAS
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Automatic

Portable
Astometic souk

Activate!
Opeaina
top
Automatic soop
dispenser

tittered,
water
water
(Modality%
Riese
saved
bon
i to
domp-drling
PlAtt rat
PROTECOON
mechanism
-year
Bee seoted-la

itiod

You'll be happy on washday, too (with a G-E
All-Automatic Washer), because your part of
the washing is done in 20 seconds. That's just
how long it takes to load the washer, set the
controls, and start it.
You'll be happier with a General Electric
All-Automatic, too, because it really gets the
clothes clean ... sweet-smelling clean. All the
clothes are soaked, washed, and rinsed in filtered, circulating water, and the G-E
Activator* gets the dirt out of heavy workclothes--while it's gentle with the finest
fabrics.
Ask to see this amazing washer in
action. It's being demonstrated todayevery day-to show you how to make
washday a happier day.
Price

Low Cost Pop-Up
S1295

• "Sneak Preview"
knob
Peeking

Neat! Chromie•plate, plas•
tic. Automatic! Has r•gulater! D•sirable gift, bud•
get priced!

• Hinged crumb tray
cleanse
It's your OM we/ to perfect
to
Handsome chrome•ploied
Black plastic handles. ,In,
curati. Gift boxed.

Maid" in her kitchen

• Operates on less than lc per hour
• 3 sp••ds ossur• "just right" mie.ng
Trim design, white enam•I finish, black trim.
Complete with 2 bowie, 2 beaters, spouted
{ulcer, cord, instruction-recip• book. An ideal
gift.

Automatic Gri11-1V
Baked Toasts, Fried G
Black handled chro
plated steel. Interche
able grids Instant k
control. guy
813
no.,

$369.95

Kenmore Waffle I

GENERAL

Gleam,ng chrome•pla
steel. Cooks delicious g
en brown waffles. A gift
"good
taste.-

:9

ELECTRIC

WASHERS • DRYERS • IRONERS

Sunbeam Mims

one-stal) Sh"Ili"?
E•erYlhoil
You'll And
at Seam
family and home

emodern klchen MK
JO speed mixer with
tachments.

$39

SEARS elta09 Outer Vece79

tvwctmcvavvoctmcmcKtmccvzvzivcctcumtctictvg.tvoiktvvvvvoltesocktARtltrZliteitiMielartv4

WE'RE READY
resiraeseiseersettereastertartareaziur4i
BEAUTIFUL

GIFT WRAPPINGS
10C tO $2.00 I
rouswperouriaGircandscipaormArr
Electric Razors

WITH THE LARGEST, FINEST, MOST VARIED SELECTION OF FINE AND PRACTICAL GIFTS IN OUR 23
YEARS OF CATERING TO THE DISCRIMINATING BUYERS OF WESTERN KENTUCKY. WE INVITE YOU
TO BROWSE AROUND AND SEE THE MANY UNUSUAL AND BEAUTIFUL GIFTS; NEW AND DIFFERENT
THINGS AND VERY REASONABLY PRICED, TOO. WE THINK YOU'LL ENJOY IT AND YOU'RE ALWAYS
MIGHTY WELCOME AT CORNETTE'S.

11%1 I It %RIK

5c to $1.00

Luggage
MAXMILLIAN
CROWN
SAMSONITE
MENDEL
VAL-A-PAK
SKYWAY

Costume Jewelry
$1.00

Late Fiction

$10.00
Men's Gifts

BEST SELLERS
POETRY
HUMOR
' BOOK OF THE MONTH

Wrist Watches
BULOVA
CLINTON
BENRUS
MICKEY MOUSE

COURTLEY
DOPP KITS
PIPES
HUMIDORS
ASH TRAYS

ATTRACTIVE
USEFUL GIFTS
AT
MODERATE PRICES
FOR EVERY NAME
ON YOUR LIST

11.914FINIFISMIPlize14:71m7 ^

CHRISTMAS CARPS

SCHICK
REMINGTON
SUNBEAM

KING JAMES
AMERICAN STANDARD
SCOFIELD
CATHOLIC

HOLIDAY TOYS
WALL PAPER
GAMES
POTTERY
STATIONERY

i
14
i
,I
5
SHEAFFER
PARKER 51
EVERSHARP
ESTERBROOK
WATERMAN

Crystal
IMPERIAL
CANDLEWICK
ROCK SHARPE

Playing Cards
CONGRESS
GUILD
MONOGRAM

PERSONALIZE
YOUR GIFT
WITH
NAME IN GOLD
BEAUTIFUL
DISTINCTIVE

RUSSELL WRIGHT
CALIFORNIA IVY
POPPY TRAIL
BLUE RIDGE

TWO STORES
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

ADM
ft 4'%'pair
All Makes
Service Guaranteed

LUMBER CO.

• Browns to suit
don.

Put this "extra

finest
\Plashing at itsalien

m-soti county 1,,aiemakers
e taking sewing lessons
.1.4heiLliomemakers clubs
learning several iwaTirTo7lii
os clothing costs, notes
pea X:-Bvans, borne-Aden
example, Mrs. W. C. Ken, planned to buy a new sew
machine. Then she went t
gill Creek Homemaker
of which she is president
ogled to clean and adjus
01ci machine. As a result
decided against buying
ese. Two hundred and ther
women in the count
-

PRINCETON

my General Electric
All-Automatic Washer!

121-acre farm, located 1/4 mile south
of Rock Quarry; land in high state
of cultivation; good 5-room dwelling; two nice barns and other outbuildings; plenty water.
$11,950.00
Also a number of nice dwellings;
City and Suborban Property.

emakers Cut
thing Costs

Hopkinsville
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
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ski.
Ps•ksni
• Hinged toads
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It Yew
Handset.,
Block plastic hardes
aoat*. Gift WAN,
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einakers Cut
ing Costs
n -eututty homemakers
taking sewing lessons
their homemakeni cluba
log several ways to cut
n clothing eolith, notes
a K. Evans, home agent,
niple, Mrs. W. C. Kennned to buy a new sewhine. Then she went to
11 Creek Homemakers
which she is presidecit,
rued to clean and adjust
machine. As a result,
!tied against buying a
. Two hundred and thir-

'Coons In Kentucky
(AP Nows(eaturea)
Louisville—The State Game
and Fish Division reports that
the""fileoon is increasing ra-Pialy
throughout Kentucky. The ani
mei is - most ribundiiit in the
western part of the State, but
also is becoming more plentiful
in eastern Kentucky.
A survey report released by
James W. Currie, superintendent of game management, shows
that the opossum, like the 'coon,
also is relatively
abundant
throughout the state.
The survey indicates that the
rex population in Kentucky is
increasing, with gray foxes most
numerous in the mountain areas
and red foxes dominant in central and western Kentucky.

PRINCETON

LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Hybrid Hogs Show
Farmers Howl()
Make More Pork

Cattle And Tobacco
Pay Boyle 4-.H Boy
Paul Rankin of Boyle county
crowned-- ,10- -years-- es1-01-44- club
work by winning the 1948 state
championship in baby beef production, thereby earning for
himself a trip to Chicago Nov.
27 to Dr.c. 3 to attend the National 4-H Club Congress and
Livestock gxposition. His income from baby beeves during
the 10-year period totaled $11,594.
During this time, young Rankin fed 34 calves, and now has
eight registered Angus cows and
two heifers. He is holding back
two calves to feed next year, a
practice from which he has consistently made a good profit,
said Farm
Agent John C.
Brown.
The five calves fed during the
last year made an average gain
of 653 pounds. Rankin's records
showed he fed 8.7 pounds of
grain for each pound of gain.
The calves fed on pasture for
153 days and were given a small
amount of hay.
In addition to producing beef,
this 4-H'er during the last decade made $6,470 from 211
/
2
acres of tobacco and realized
$325 in prizes making a total
income of $18,389.

(AP Newafilatuniel

Lafayette, Ind.--11y1brid hogs
developed at the Purdue University experimental farms are
showing farmers how to get
more pork out of every porker.
The Purdue farms have produced one special breed with
pigs weighing an average of 212
pounds at 154 days of age. Purebred Durocs used for comparison weighed 188 pounds at the
same age.
Not only do the Purdue hybrids gain weight faster than
ordinary breeds, but their carcasses have a higher percentage
lit is estimated that some 15,of prime meat. That means
000,000 Americans have some
more pork chops for the condegree of hearing impairment,
sumer.
but only one-third need hearThe hybrid pigs were develing aids,
oped by continued inbreeding
put their machines in good run- —mating of relatives—among
ning order in one month as a descendants of purebred aniresult of sewing machine clinics. mals. The resulting inbred hogs
More than 700 women brought were mated with similarly in- SAY FAREWELL TO FAMILIES—Army officers
wave farewell
basic patterns which were care- bred hogs developed from a dif- to their families (Nov. 20) as the army transport General
M. M.
fully fitted to them in their ferent purebred stock.
Patrick prepares to leave Shanghai, China. Dependents of Army
Experiments
at Purdue dur- personnel were ordered evacuated betause of the tense military
clubs. These patterns will serve
as checks against more intricate ing the last eight years have situation in China. (AP Wirephoto)
patterns, thus assuring greater shown that the inbred pigs themsatisfaction
in home sewing. selves are not suitable for comPullets Profitable
Forty-three homemakers clubs mercial production--they decline
Despite high feed costs, W.
in the comity have a membec- in productivity as inbreeding
Bean chowder is a good main R. Waldrop of Todd county made
The Himalayan snow line is
progresses. But when two difs i of
dish for supper or lunch. Make a profit of $597 for the year lower in the sunny south
beferent inbred lines are crossed,
the resulting porkers have all it some day when there is ple,n- on a flock of 170 pullets. Ac- cause those mountains get more
the vigor and productivity lost ty of time for long, slow cook- cording to Farm Agent Stuart snow on the southern side.
through inbreeding plus an ad- ing, say food authorities at the Brabant, the flock was well
handled, resulting in good reditional something called '
of Agriculture an d
,hy- College
brid vigor".
Home Economics, University of turns during the fall season
It's this "hybrid vigor" that Kentucky. Then serve it with when egg prices were highest.
receipts were $1,054,
makes the hybrids superior to generous amounts of waldorf Total
while costs of baby chicks and
salad and toasted bread or rolls.
purebred hogs.
feed amounted to $457.
Purdue research has developBean Chowder
ed two inbred lines of hogs Ham bone
which are crossed to produce 1 cup dry beans
vase appears much righer
the hyfbrids. One of the lines, /
3
4 cup diced carrots
color than the outside.
the "White King", resulted from /
3
4 cup canned tomatoes
intensive inbreeding among de- 1 onion finely chopped
The heaviest known materials
scendants of purebred Chester 1-3 cup shredded green pepper
are metals, but some metals are
Whites. The other line, called 1 tablespoon flour
among the lightest known mathe 'ILandroo", was produced. V, cup water
terials.
by inbreeding descendants of a 11
/
2 cups milk
cross between Durocs and the /
1
2 teaspoon salt
Danish Landrace bacon hog.
Dash of pepper
Experiments both at Purdue
Cook a ham bone in two
and at other experimental sta- quarts of water for two hours,
tions point to another use for in- then add beans which have been
bred lines. Not only can two in- soaked over night. Cover and What to do for woman's oldest
bred lines be crossed to produce cook until beans begin to soften. problem, functional monthly pain?
a new and better kind of hog, Add vegetables. Cook 20 min- Many ft girl and woman has fcund
but an inbred line can improve utes. Make paste of flour and the answer in Cseete's 2-way help.
existing purebreds by selective water and stir into vegetable YOU see, CAID17/ may make things
Iota easier for you in either of two
mating.
mixture. Stir and cook five ways: (1)
started 3 days before
minutes. Add milk and season- "your time" and taken as directed
ings, heat to boiling and serve.
on the label. It should help relieve
Finds Out About
Supper menu: Bean chowder, functional periodic pain; (2) taken
Big Corn Yields
throughout
the month like a tonic,
waldorf salad, toasted bread or
What it takes to make big corn rolls, butter, and gingerbread It should improve your appetite,aid
yields was demonstrated on a with whipped cream or raisin digestion, and thus help build up
resistanoe for the trying days to
plot of creek bottom land in Gar- sauce.
come. Cozen is scientifically prerard county, when Ky. 203 white
pared and scientifically tested. I/
hybrid corn produced 201 bushyou suffer "at those certain tililea".
els an acre at- 25 percent moisget Cazeut today.
ture. "Farmers must have good
land, plenty of rainfall, a thick
stand of corn and a good adapted
hybrid", stated Farm Agent
Raymnod 0. Johnson. He further
explained that the rows in this
particular plot were 26 inches
Ask for it either way.
... both
wide, the nurnber of stalks varytrade-,narks mean the same thins.
ing from 66 to 108 a 100 feet of
row. Rye and vetch were turned
under as a cover crop and 6-8-6
101100 UNDER AUTHOPITY OP THE COCA-COlA COMPANY BY
fertilizer was used at the rate of
elOPiliNSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLiNo ComeAer,
1,000 pounds an acre.
0 1948. Th. Coco-Cons Company

Recipe Of Week

4-H'ers Buy Calves
The Hart County 4-41 Club
Cooperative recently- bought 42
Guasaasey calves ia--Wisconsin.
Costing an average of $105 each,
they were distributed among 20
bOys and atria .Jho
1a
e
i rig dairy herds under the guidance to County Agent Free W.
Wallace and tele College of Agri-

cultuire and flume Economic*,
University of Kentucky.

Arthritis Pain

lin quick, delightfully couttertlog help for
venal and Dana of Rtsmssuainsos. arsisrnia
leernis. Lumbago. &lane. or Neuralgia try
Works thsough the lnotd
does
Yistially starts alleviating pain soPnat
you
root. solo, Ins and sleep loose rstofort•bly,
Jet It•aulad at druggl4t today Quick consols. aatia.ction or moos s tack
CASa

iv,

WARM SHIR*S FOR
COOL DAYS
Men's Xtra Heavy Plaid tlannelShirts
Sizes '14 to 171
/
2... Worth $2.95 Toda
•95

Adam*
seed essil
platail sea
eke yds isk,
cachet ky
nosy!

Our Special

CHRISTMAS
gifts with

lasting value!
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LI MARK
MAS CARDS
to

2\.95

81-in. Brown Sheeting

ERIOD
OUDOIR
reN l'F

Heavy Weight - - -

FiCtiOn
SELLERS
OETRY
_
11VMOR
MONTS
F THE

See this stunning, 1949 Sparton
AM-FM radio-phonograph at

ng Cords
NGRESS
GUILD
NOGRAM

1.111.1011.10lllllll 1111011/111111101111

lllllllIII llllllllllllIIlllllllll•

UR GIFT
WITH
GOLD'
IN
• UTIFUL

04.4010"*"

Solid colors, xtra value for . . . . . . .

Sanforized shrunk... Sizes 2 to 8 . . . .

t Lamps

INCTIY E

, 169

1
"
1 .59
\

.25

Kiddies' Unionalls

$1.00

.010
ONALIZE

Boys' Flannel Sport Shirts
Sizes 2 to 6- _ _
\
Big Boys'Dress-up Flannel's I
Sizes 6 to 12_ _ _
Boys'8-oz. Sanforized Denim
Dungarees, Sizes6- 18 - -- . . . .
Men's8-oz.Sanforized Denim
Dungarees,
40% WoolSport Shirts

tasting, and contains the
vitamins necessary to
good health.

There's no need to pay sky-high prices for • radiophonograph—and Sparton proves it with this beautiful AM-FM console. It has fast, quiet automatic
record-changer; superb, 10-inch concert speaker; two
built-in antennas for AM and FM; and many other
up-to-the-minute features- Cabinets are luxurious,
made of choicest veneers. Model 1060 in figured walnut; Model 1061 in hand-rubbed mahogany veneers.
Your own sense of value will tell you that here is •
real radio buy. Why not come in today'
Sea Ova ether hip Spartae value. et our stere.

,ffiti
A°11
1st.aVialOoe. lllll VALus.
44010.
Sold exclusively in this city by

PRINCETON 'LUMBER CO.
S Seminary St.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 260

yard

1\
"
85(
.95

5% Wool Blankets
Singles - - .49
Cotton Blankets
Singles - - _
Boys' WoolSportJackets ... 3.95
81"x90" Bleached Sheets
i•99
PILLOW CASES....... 49c

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

r
caereford Printing

Thursd y.

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, K5NTUCKY
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Caldwell Cattle
Entered In Show

Tangerine

Bowl Bid
By Murray

Classified Ads

Judges Named For
Essay Contest

ed. See B. H. singleton, 208
ltp
W M.+ , Photo 760 J.

Card Of Thanks
We wish to express sincere
appreciation to OUT neighbors
and friends for sympathy shown
by word or deed in our recent
bereavement, the passing of our
dear one, Annie Lee Stone. We
are especially grateful for the
liNely -Dowers that Made beautitail her last resting place;
those who brought comfort with
memorial music; to the members
of the Morgan family and to
Rev. II. G. 'M. ilatier and Rev.
0. M. Shultz. The kindness and
consolation extended
us will

rein In-

ever be treasured in our
The family of Annie Lee

Accepted
Apply Mili. Gus Kortrecht, Figt SA1.1 '35 el\ o. re,. See
Murray State :College has ae
We need your head in our bust,
Card Of Thanks
John II ,
vro
Shop.
,
Barber
Shanp's
Apt. 8, 1808 Ea:,tern Parkcepted an invitation to play in
men.
I want to thank all my
let
co.
Itp
With only a few days to go the 'Tangerine IS,rw1 foottball
$115 In Cash Prizes
It
way, ..Loulsville, Ky.
Luther Cartier, Luther Glass,
and colored friends
until winners of the $5,000 in game at Orlando, Fla., on the
who
SEAT COVERS
A. P. Yates and Stanley Sharp.
Offered In Soil Conforted me during the
• •‘, 1,1' 177
premiums are decided local cat- night of January 1. (Murray's
loss
Guarante+ +I not to rip or fade.
Modern Beauty Shop. Eva
husband,
Henry
last
minute
tle are being given
servation Event
LI of
Crowe.
,.1 ,e• truck. Indtal.
opponent will be Sul Ross
For ...
_ Thomson and Mildred White,
hilly do I thank _my
M.11
upervisva
r.
14114041
I V
C.purts at SUL OKtrit
her's College,--A4pittee-Tex,
rY•tfi
'
17
.
,
nuies -off
friends
- of the First
Bourbon Beef Show. The show It was 'Murray's first bowl bid. County Conservation DI:strict
cost. Hodge Motor *no Imple• , lopkinsville HighChurch for the many
is scheduled for Thursday and
have named as judges of the Soil FOR RENT: 2 unfurnished
ment Company. Phone $7. de
way ;', ice $15 per acre. Emkindness they bestowed
Friday, Dec. 9 and 10, at the
rooms. Also 4-room house for
o
Early American eating places Conservation Essay Contest this
during my hour of sorrow,
eral .uck, Johnson City, Ill. FOR RENT: 2 rooms, unfurnishBourbon Stock Yards, Louisville. were patterned after European year Clifton ChB, C. T. Pollard,
sale in Princeton. Call Mrs.
God
ed.
805
West
Main
St.
Phone
rest
his blessings on y
3tp
Upholding the calnle industry inns, taverns and coffee houses. G. M. Pedley, Mrs. Louise Jones,
Dewey- P'Pool, 3603, Princeton.
Lure Crowe.
ltp
8114-W.
in this area will be: George
ltp One of the first earliest Amer. Oliver C. Allcock, Wood HolloSAVE MONEY
Pettit, with 24 heard, and Wm. L. Scan eating places was Philadel- way and R. A. Mabry, it was
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts ONE DAY radio service on all
Tray a Leader
Jones, with 15 head. The Cald- phia's "Blue Anchor Tavern", announced by Mr. Allcock, Soil LOST: Foxhound; black and tan;
makes and models. Satisfacand accessories for
your
white snip in forehead; all
well cattle will go to Louisville opened as early as 1683 or 1684. Conservation Service, this week.
tory
work
at
reasonable
prices
Chrysler-built
automobiles and
white feet and breast. $5 reDec. 7, Mr. Pettit said.
Any boy or girl in grade or
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Ra
trucks. Hodgi Motor and Im
ward. L. B. McChesney, PrinceMore than 70 carloads of 15- grand total to over 1300 head. high school who lives in Calddio Shop. South Jefferson at
plement Company. Phone 87
ton, Route 1.
26p
head each will participate in In the first show in 1946 only well county may enter the conthe Railroad. Call 4234. .tfc
tfc
this year's show. Single entries 385 cattle showed while 835 were test. Subject of the essay is Art your headlights 0. K.? If
Experienced book
coal
WANTED:
and groups of five bring the in last year's judging.
FOR
SALE:
Circulating
"Soil Conservation, For Better
not, we can give you a perfect
heater, 3-room Eltze, good conkeeper. Apply to P. 0. Box
Soil And Better Health; And
job with the BEAR HEADltc
dition, $25. Gas heater for
388.
What Is My School's Part In The
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER small room' or large bath,
a job that will meet state reSoil Conservation District ProCar Heaters, Stewart Warner
$7.50.. Tom Cash, Jr., 802 W.
gram".
quirements. Hodge M o t or
Heaters
repaired, installed,
Nice two story modern home in residential secMain. Phone 391.
ltp
The Princeton Rotary Club and
Sales. Phone 87.
Itc
sold. Williams Texaco Service
the Caldwell County Farm Bution,
two baths. Shown by appointment only
Station. Corner Plum & Main
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
reau and providing $115 in cash LOST: Small black and white
Phone
557.
tfc
installed
in
all
glass
cut
and
$9,500.
male dog. Will answer to
for awards to boys and girls
cars. Williams Texaco Service
name of "Snookie". $5 reward
LOST: Between
the Corner
writing essays in this county,
main.
Plum
&
Station, Corner
Two story 8 room dwelling, 207 E. Green street
for return. Phone 3923, Ted
Drugstore and Dr. Jagger's ofand each entrant will receive
tic
Phone 557.
Boitnott, Rt. 1, Princeton. ltp
on 3 lots 175 feet deep ... $7,950.
fice a keyring with five keys.
an award.
Finder please notify M r
The winning essay will be PIANOS.- RADIOS-ORGANS MALE HELP WANTED: ReliaFive rooms with bath, nice closets -large lot on
Oh what a wonderful yawning . in our eolid,print and bold
judged in the State contest for - SOLO VOX. Top quality,
ble man with car wanted to
Charles Dycus, Kuttawa. • ltc
paved street. . . $5,000.
striped pajamas with the action yoke back and free and easy
a $100 Savings Bond, made availcall on farmers in Caldwell
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
cut.
County. Wonderful opportuni- FOR SALE: Speed queen elecable by The Courier-Journal, 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
tric
washer. Reconditioned.
Four rooms concrete
-2 acres on DaviThe Louisville Times and Radio
ty. $15 to $20 in a day. No exPh. 652-M.
22tp
Like new. Telephone 395. 3tc
perience or capital required.
Station WHAS, Mr. Allcock
son Springs Highway... $3,500.
ad
said. It is expected more essays FOR SALE: A number of homes
Permanent. Write today. Mc- FOR RENT: Storeroom as of
about a mile from Princeton
will be entered this year than
NESS COMPANY, Dept. A,
New 4 rooms and utility room on Marion road.
January 1; Bedroom now. Mrs.
on Dawson Road. See owner,
2tp
rreeport, Ill.
in 1947, whets 349 Caldwell
A. P. Sims.
ltp
A
beauty!. . . $3,250. Suburban.
J. 0. Beahears.
3tc
county boys and girls participatBATTERIES
Paul Revere was an artillery
ed in the contest.
Three rooms on Dawson Road. This house is a real
WANTED: Farm band family, With a written guarantee for
lieutenant who saw action some
for 1949. Good farm, nice
buy for... $1,900.
your car, truck or tractor. Get 20 years before his famous night
house, electricity. 1/4 mile from
Gordon Lisanby Named
price.
Hodge
Motor
and
our
ride-and
before
he
became
a
grade school, on bus line to
Also several building lots.
Draft Appeals Agent
Company. Phone silversmith.
high school. Colored or white. Implement
Gordon Lisanby, local attortfc
87.
J. I. Lester, Lamasco.
3tp
Rebuses-riddles consisting of
130 a. farm; nice bungalow; two barns; plenty
ney, has been appointed governBICYCLES: 6NM 4524-24" model a representation by pictures of
ment appeal agent for those who
water for all uses! gravel road;9 mi. s. of Prince
TIRES
for 8 and 9 .year old boys, sentences or things-originated in
register for selective service at With a written
guarantee for car
ton. . . $7,500.
$39.95; 6NM 4525-24" model France and have been popular
Board No. 9, Henry D. Avertruck or tractor. Get our price
for 8 and 9 year old girls, for centuries.
dick, clerk, announced
this
Hodge Motor and Implement
122 a. farm 6 mi. west of Princeton; nice house
$35.95; 6NM 4522-20" model
week. This board serves CaldT h e Reformed Church in
Company. Phone 87.
tfc
for 6 and 7 year old boys, America was founded
well, Lyon
and Crittenden
and
barn; 35 a. in timber; 1/4 mi. off gravel road
by colon$33.33; 6NM 4523-20" model ists from the
PIANOS: $200.00 trade-in allowcounties.
Netherlands, the
... $3,000.
for 6 and 7 year old girls, first settlers of Nev,' York
ance for your old piano on a
and
$33.33. Sears Order Office. New Jersey.
new piano. Dye Piano Co.,
Mrs. Howton Submits
ltc
Phone 790.
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville
Crayfish periodically shed all
To Serious Eye Operation
Ky.
etc
their skin in one piece.
MONUMENTS:
Good
qualFOR
Mrs. Everett E. Howton, forIf a newt loses a leg or tail,
ity, good workmanship, see W.
mer Princetonian, is in a Mem- Kennedy and Stallins - ElectInsurance and Real Estate
R. Allen, W. Main St. Phone it will grow again. Even heads
rical contractors; REA wiring
phis, Tenn., hospital following a
of
some
Main
St.
creatures
will
grow
Phone 54
tfc
6984. Princeton, Ky.
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
major eye operation she underagain.g lost...
Phone
3654
or
541-W.
tfc
went recently. Mrs. Howton is
WANT TO BUY: Wardrobe
on the teaching staff of Turrell, FOR RENT: New 4-room house
trunk. See or call Charles
Ark., schools, of which. Mr.
on S. Harrison St. McConnell
Glenn. 6904. 426 S. Harrison
Howton is superintendent. He
ltp
Electric.
street.
ltc
was formerly superintendent of
FOR
Dec.
3:
RENT:
To
Sell
Friday,
Three
or
four
Forced
room
Princeton city schools.
furnished or unfurnished
1939 Ford pickup, good tires.
The coffee with the wonderful flavor
apartment on S. Jefferson St.
A-1 motor. All bids considerReunion, the French-owned island in the Indian Ocean, was
successfully known as Bourbon
and Ile Bonaparte as France's
Mrs Rae I. Engelhar
Owner
W G. Walrond, Mgr.
goverhment underwent successive
Garden City
Tall Boy
changes.

HE P
COMMUNI I

$3:49

/
1
2

$3.98

C. A. WOODALL

LOVING CUP COFFEE

lb. 39c, 3 lbs. for, $1.12

SLIPPER'S

•

FOR THE FAMILY

Tomato Catsup

I4-oz. bottle

Red Cross Macaroni or

GIFT TIES?

FOR

ta0ie/cgifeeV&

CHRISTMAS GIVING,

15c Vegetables Soup
25c Tomato Juice

Spaghetti
Fruit Cocktail
R

3 packages for

47-oz. can

Libby's fancy

29-oz. can

16-oz. jar

44c Pancake Flour

orn
whole kernel,
Queen Anne

Mayonnaise
Daisy Cheese

20-oz. eke

Grapefruit Juice

46-or can
Stokely, Tasty King, giant sweet tender

33c P
19c Asparagus

giant, sweet, tender, 19-oz. can 19
Stokely, fancy cut spears

I9-oz. can

,4„,„, can 29

39c Mixed Nuts
49 Peaches
I Blackeyed Peas
,ft_
1 Mincemeat
"
Apple Sauce
Sweet Pickles
Cove Oysters
42c Oyster Crackers
Cranberry Sauce.... car,171/2c Tomatoes
Peas
25c Pumpkin

Women's Felt Everette
Heavy felt for comfort . .
Leather sole. Rubber heels,
Leather reinforced toe . . .
Blue or wine.

Brown Valley

•

Fine assortment of new crop

16-oz. jar

1-lb. pkg.

Wisconsin

II

10
21 •

eas

Kewpie, golden fancy

$2.98

281
/
2

Texsun

Peanut Butter
C

Women's SandalsHighlight her leisure
hours with these stunning sling backs! Wine
or blue satin; 4-9.

21

McKenzie Buttermilk

aisins Sunmaid, seedless, 16-oz. pk.19c
Gold Craft

IPT07‘

29-on, can

Stokely

35•

To Get
,229 For Rural
Next Year
ads Comes
From
ney

State Funds, Mus
SecSpe.,,.nLOnffk.
Highways.Highways
try
,

c

•ng.,f
the12ocounies
approximatelyt$8,ror
h iugtlhhaewtahfyua nt
afloorfin
ioarn
didp rrtu

dauer

19-oz. can

Our Favorite

It

pk

19

Heinz, fancy

19-oz.can 1OC
Treasure Ray. delicious for stew

Misses' D'OrsaySmartly designed in printed jersey. Rich wine or blue.
Comfortable padded sole;
sizes 10-3.

23-oz jar

4-oz. can

$1.98

Stokely, fancy

Break 0 Day

Teenie Weenie

Ireland, him?

lb pkg.

.40
44.

N

For Father!
For Brother!
For Son!

Cardinal, Michigan, red sour pitted

Cherries
Potted Meat
Armour's

25c Vienna Sausage
16c Soda Crackers

4-oz. can

Sunshine Krispy

5.,

oz can

Grimes Golden

Apples IL
B

29

I lb like

20•
25•

Frmill and sound

Cranberries
15c Celery

lb

S. No. 1 10-lb. mesh b5g79c

Large Pascal

ananasGowen ripe, large

stalk

19
19

Slips - - Lavish With Lace

MEAT SPECIALS
4-gored style for smooth fit!

Pork Sausage

Dreamy pink or white rayon
crepe. Sizes 32-40 . . .

$2.98 to $4.98

Filmy Nightgown
V-neck with insert midriff.
Daintier and more adorable
blue rayon knit. Sizes 34-40 . .

$2.98 to $6.98

FEDERATED
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

3 for

Armour's

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

We've ties to please
every male member
of the family! Gay
splashy prints; dignified monotones. Soft
wools and fine silks. At
one easy price!

$1.00 to $3.50

19_07 can

59.
25

/
2
19-oz. can 121

fancy, small, tender, 19-oz. can

15 .1

Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Walrond, Mgr.

40
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ler Band Group
ill Attend Clinic

Bor:Ion, None Such

' $1.98
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t
s
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halves in syrup

full cream, lb.

I-lb. roll, lb.

39c Sugar Cured Jowl

I. V. Bryant, band direc
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• Qpriday and
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Id Alexander, Bcibby
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'C. WITeeler Fatally
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6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
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Red Front Stores
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Idwell

Flannels - - 80 Square Broadcloths
Rayons - - Woolens
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1,1
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